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SAN DIEGO Radio stations across
Southern California say they learned valuable lessons from October's wildfires, lessons that will help them when they go into
fire coverage mode again.
With the threat of wildfires across
California at an all-time high, according
to local fire officials, the chances are pretty good that radio broadcasters will again
be asked to play acrucial role in disseminating lifesaving information.
Staying on the air with that information
during mandatory evacuations while protecting employees and facilities is challenging, some broadcasters say.
The SoCal wildfires, which destroyed
thousands of homes and burned more than
a half-million acres in several counties,
wreaked havoc with the emergency operation plans for many radio stations. A few
stations broke format to simulcast audio
of local TV affiliates. Other radio stations
were forced to take improvisation to a
See FIRE, page 3
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FCC Intends to Expand LPFM Service
Low- Power Rules Strengthened, Service Favored in
Some Cases Over Full- Service Stations, Translators
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON Full- service FM
broadcasters seeking to increase power in
order to reach a more populated market
or to apply for atranslator will soon feel
the effects of new rules governing lowpower FM stations.
The new rules — passed in a latenight, sparsely attended vote in late
November — and further questions the
agency raised suggest afundamental policy change toward LPFMs and how their
relationship with full- service broadcast-

ers could be regulated in the future.
The FCC urged Congress to ease interference restrictions and said it hoped to
take further action on LPFM within six
months.
At least one legal expert believes
future FM city-of- license changes will
now need to protect LPFMs.
Another attorney believes anew interim short- spacing waiver policy — one
that protects LPFMs threatened with
interference or going dark due to applications by full- service stations to increase
power or move to larger markets — will

extend beyond those cases and result in
more LPFMs on the air.
FCC- proposed changes to allocation
spacings also could result in many more
LPFMs on the air, these experts believe.
Further, the commission said it intends
to hold another filing window for
LPFMs.
The FCC said it has made all these
changes to "strengthen and promote the
long-term viability of the LPFM service,
and the localism and diversity goals that
this service is intended to advance."
Commissioner Michael Copps called
LPFMs " a breath of fresh air" and
described them as truly local stations. He
congratulated proponents " who have
worked so hard and accomplished so much

in an environment that has been far less
friendly towards them than it should have
beér.a
.li'ápparent reference to full-service
broadcasteis and NA Win particular.
The trade group has said it opposes not
the service itself but the interference

The FCC urged
Congress to ease
interference
restrictions and
also said it hoped
to take further
action on LPFM
within six months.

LPFMs could cause. Reacting to the vote,
NAB stated it looked forward to reviewing the specifics but it was pleased the
FCC had clarified that LPFMs need to be
locally- owned with locally- originated
programming and are limited to one owner per station.
Third-adjacent protections
Bills are pending in Congress that, if
passed, would repeal third- adjacentchannel protections for full-service stations to allow more LPFMs to squeeze
into the band.
FCC Audio Division Chief Peter
Doyle said that while the agency can't
repeal that protection, the commission is
urging Congress to do so and seeks public comment on this point.
NAB believes third- adjacent protections are "critically important" to protect
See LPFM, page 24
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in at the transmitter site. After
that we had wall-to-wall coverage four straight days,"
Goldman said.
Continued from page 1
During that time KHTS
new level, including one case
increased the content on its
of acommercial broadcaster
Web site and assigned a fullturning over its frequency to a
time employee to constantly
public broadcaster that lost
update its fire coverage,
power.
Goldman said. In fact, the sta'
Leon Messenie, director of
tion had to go to abackup serv.; J.*
rf
IMgr ' IN
• aer to handle the additional
engineering and IT for non°
commercial KPBS(FM) in
Internet traffic.
San Diego, said the station
"At any one time we had
lost telephone communicaover 1,500 people on our Web
Fire behind Mt. San Miguel
tions and power at its Mt. San
site looking for fire informaMiguel transmitter site early on. Within
While his two stations suffered no
tion," Goldman said. Typically, Goldman
physical damage or lost airtime,
hours KPBS was broadcasting its allsaid, the station's site may have several
news coverage via Lincoln Financial's
McGowan did have a major engineering
thousand visitors per day.
KBZT(FM) at 94.9 MHz.
concern come to light during emergency
The arrangement lasted approximately
preparation. A recently acquired, used
On the Web, too
24 hours before KPBS engineers built a generator running at the transmitter site
Robert Hughes, co-owner of Compass
backup transmitter site at the station's
was determined to be inadequate.
Radio's KPRI(FM) in San Diego, said a
studios using an existing microwave STL
"We decided to connect [the generator]
large portion of the station's listening
tower.
to the new transfer switch, part of our HD
area, particularly northern San Diego
upgrade and install completed in SeptemCounty, was burned. The station studios
History helped
ber, when we discovered the old generator
were affected by smoke, soot and ash,
Other radio stations worked shorthanddoesn't provide the necessary neutral conand fire came to within amile of its transnection we need for our transfer switch
ed as employees were forced from their
mitter site.
homes because of mandatory evacuaand to meet code," McGowan said.
"Even though the studio itself was
tions. Broadcast engineers scrambled to
KHTS(AM) in Santa Clarita, Calif.,
locked up tight, the equipment had afine
fuel generators and find audio chain alterserved as that fire-ravaged area's "emerlayer of dust on it," Hughes said. "Based
natives to keep their stations on the air.
gency voice," according to owner Carl
on the experience, one suggestion might
Previous wildfires, specifically the
Goldman.
be to find alight cloth to cover consoles
Cedar Creek fire in 2004, have taught
"Since we are the only local radio staand mixing boards."
many San Diego-area radio broadcasters
tion, we have great relationships with
Hughes said the station's staff would
that emergency preparedness is the only
first responders in our area. You really
review its emergency plan and refine it
way to care for equipment and ensure
need to have pre-established relationships
with what came to light during these

Fire
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employee the safety.
"Having an emergency plan is crucial,
and testing the plan often is, too. Imaintain
and keep with me afolder with all remote
control assignments, electrical circuit data,
communications data and just about everything you would ever need if you are not at
your desk," said Eric Schecter, director of
engineering for Lincoln Financial Media's
cluster in San Diego.
Schecter maintains a " defensible
space" near remote sites by clearing
brush regularly several hundred feet from
any buildings. Fire did reach within 50
feet of an old wooden house where the
KS0Q(FM) transmitter is located on St.
San Miguel.
"We were lucky to have an irrigated
lawn between the fire and the KSOQ
building," Schecter added.
Lee McGowan, director of engineering for
CBS Radio's KYXY(FM) and KSCF(FM)
in San Diego, recommends radio stations
have an emergency strategy, similar to his
facility's 38-page disaster recovery contingency plan, updated annually.
"Each station manager is given acopy
to keep at home as well as work. Part of
the plan is acall list with important contact phone numbers. Engineers should
always have an RF STL to back up their
landline Ti?'

800-426-8434

IWi

BSWUSA.COM

Many stations lost telephone
communications in the
San Diego fires.
with local emergency public information
officers and have an internal plan set up
for your staff," Goldman said.
KHTS became "all emergency, all the
time," according to Goldman.
"We missed about 15 minutes of air
when our backup generator failed to kick

wildfires.
"One thing we'll be looking at is how
we can more widely distribute the ability
to operate, program and control the station from multiple remote locations.
Given computers and cell phones this
should be easier than ever before."
Hughes said because of the fires the
station has asked the FCC to expedite a
request to move its main transmitter site
to Mt. Soledad in La Jolla, Calif., from a
more fire- prone site near Lake San
Marcos.
"As with previous wildfires, the operability of the San Marcos site was threatened by this wildfire," Hughes said.
Cleaning the abrasive soot from equipment and vehicles also presents its challenges, local observers said.
"We will need to go into high-voltage
cabinets at our sites to wipe off soot and
vacuum out the fine ash that may have
worked its way in," said Lincoln
Financial's Schecter. "The last thing you
want is aconductive path for high voltage
to arc. As well, we will rinse out air conditioners and clean the coils:'
KPBS appeared to be the hardest hit,
but missed little airtime because of the
KBZT arrangement. No one else contacted for this article reported being off the
air for an extended time..
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A Crisis Is a Good Time to Be Carded
Wisconsin Program Is a Model of How
Engineers, Management and Law Enforcement
Can Work Together
Imagine you're the chief of astation in
Madison, Wis. It's summertime, peak tornado season, and avicious twister has
just torn through part of your community,
taking lives, damaging buildings and
knocking you off the air. Another nasty
cloud form reportedly is brewing.
You jump into your vehicle and rush
toward the transmitter site to assess the
damage and to get your station back up
so it can report on the next threat and
pass along the instructions of emergency
responders to the public.
But amile from the site, you are
stopped at aroadblock by astate police
officer who tells you that the area hit by
the twister is now closed to everyone
until all storms have past. You protest
that you are aradio engineer rushing to
get your station back on the air.
"Everyone means everyone," the trooper replies, resting his hand on his holster
as he leans into your car window. The
look on his face suggests he'd be happy
to see you test his statement.
You're stuck. You can do nothing to
reach the tower site and get your station
back on the air to do its job serving the
local interest, convenience and necessity.
Or can you?
Aid to judgment
If you work in Wisconsin and your station takes part in its new Broadcaster
Emergency Personnel ID Card Program,
you can show the officer alaminated card
that identifies you as essential broadcast
personnel who may be allowed to proceed to your facility.
The card bears the endorsement of the
state's Department of Justice Division of
Criminal Investigation and atoll-free
number the officer can call to verify.
The program is abyproduct of lessons
learned after Hurricane Katrina and a
model for cooperation among broadcasters, engineers and law enforcement.
It was conceived when Michelle

Vetterkind, president of the Wisconsin
Broadcasters Association, and Gary
Timm, abroadcast engineer for Journal
Broadcast Group and the state's EAS
chair, attended an "EAS summit" meeting held by the National Alliance of State
Broadcasters Associations.
Vetterkind and Timm heard colleagues
from Mississippi and Louisiana talk
about how difficult it had been for engineers to get to transmitter sites after
Katrina. Vetterkind, Timm and WBA
Vice President Linda Baun decided to act
to avoid asimilar problem in Wisconsin
by proposing the ID program.
The cards do not guarantee passage; if
an officer deems the situation life-threaten-

with more pending.
"We're very fortunate in that we have a
fantastic relationship with our
Department of Justice," Vetterkind told
me. "This has been aroadblock in many
other states, but for us it wasn't. We went
to them and they asked, ' How can we
help?' Not only did we get their approval,
but they're laminating the cards."
A radio or TV station must apply for a
card and the general manager must sign
the request, which is sent to the WBA
and Justice officials for approval. The
wallet card arrives in four to six weeks
and bears the engineer's photo, station
name and title; on the back it carries a
Justice Department explanation and the
toll-free verification number.
Justice educates law enforcement
agencies about the card, prints them and
maintains the phone line. The broadcast
association maintains the database of IDs

Fromt he
Edi tor

Paul J. McLane
have to carry multiple cards. "You need
to be able to verify you've gone through
the proper procedure," Vetterkind said.
Iasked Linda Baun if she has any
advice to others who may wish to set up
such aprogram.
"Communicate, communicate, communicate," she replied.
"The message is we are all in this

The bearer of this card has been granted authority to proceed to
broadcast facilities in times of natural disaster to facilitate repairs or
perform necessary maintenance on equipment used to
communicate with the public. If alaw enforcement official finds
that conditions at the time of requested admittance risk the loss of
life, serious injury or property damage, access may be denied.

If there arc any questiors, contact thc DCI Administrator
302

ing or unsafe, passage may still be denied.
But the card can help immensely in asituation where awell-intended officer must
make aquick decision under stress about
who is and isn't qualified to pass. The IDs
also ease access to Local Emergency
Operation Centers should EOC officials
ask for broadcast personnel help.
Trust but verify
Launched in February, the program
has attracted the participation of 41
broadcast organizations, some with multiple stations. Approximately 112 engineers in Wisconsin now carry the card,

and shares it with DOJ for its reference in
answering the line.
Baun said the approval process is stringent, not at all arubber stamp.
The card is not intended for journalists
trying to work around authorities; nor is it
issued to station general managers. (A few
have tried. GMs don't generally like to be
told that they are "nonessential personnel,"
but we're talking about emergencies here.)
Cards do not expire but must be
renewed every two years, and when a
person leaves astation's employ, the GM
must collect the card. Contract engineers
must apply through each station and may

together. We want to have the ' plan' in
place so chaos doesn't ensue during an
emergency situation. Open dialogue, a
great attitude and turning the ' what if'
into 'this is the plan' is not asimple
task; but the plan itself must be simple,
because in times of catastrophe, keeping
it simple is crucial."
Talk it up
As the spouse of abroadcast engineer,
Baun knows that technical people may be
intimidated by the idea of trying to
launch such aprogram.
See ID CARD, page 5
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Let's Have aReality Check on IBOC
Owner/Engineer Says HD-R Is Never Going to Work
by Larry Langford
As an owner/engineer who has been
around this crazy business since the ' 60s,
Ithink Ican offer some insight into all
this IBOC talk.
At first glance it seemed Ibiquity did
everything right. They pulled together
several teams to design the digital
scheme and got major broadcasters to get
behind it.
Ibiquity then designed a perpetual
income machine with user fees. But suddenly it became loud and clear, like an
old 10- bell bulletin on a teletype
machine: For AM it's not working.
Yes, Ican hear the supporters say,
"Sure it works. We just have to work out
the bugs and give it time to catch on."
And they are so quick to point out how
long it took FM to really catch on.
To use that as abenchmark is not only
dumb, it's stupid.
FM benchmark 'stupid'
FM did not take off until people
demanded and got it in their cars as standard (read: "no extra cost") equipment.
Do you really think FM would have
caught on if the carmakers had to pay a
fee for every radio they built? Come on,
wake up, people.
What if adding FM reduced coverage
of AM? Or degraded the audio? Do you
really think owners would have tolerated
degraded AM while they waited for FM
to "catch on"?
Some of the biggest companies in the
business are behind AM IBOC and yet
even their people are saying it's not
working.

ID Card
Continued from page 4

She advises that you gather interest
from colleagues and identify abroadcast
leader in your area who can carry the idea
to law enforcement. "It's not about who
gets the credit or the politics, it's for the
good of your community," she said.

Larry Langford
The interference to adjacent stations is
serious, especially for small stations near
50 kW operations, and Ibiquity would
have us tolerate additional hiss from our
own IBOC carrier.
Ihave done some extensive listening in
the service area of my WGTO (910 kflz,
1kW).
WLS (890 kHz, 50 kW) is about 85
miles away to the west. WOKY in
Milwaukee (920 kHz, 5kW) is about the
same distance away but more north. Both
are running IBOC with both stations putting hash deep into my protected contour
at 905 kHz ( 890 + 15 kHz = 905 kHz,
and 920 — 15 kHz = 905 kHz.)
Ican testify that my coverage has
indeed suffered. The hiss from WLS and

WOKY is clearly audible in most car
radios all the way to my 2mV/m contour.
The IBOC hash has taken out an entire
market for me that was in the 1to 2
mV/m contour along the resort shore of
Lake Michigan.
Those who support AM IBOC say that

I Radio World

Ibiquity will work out the kinks and have
a solution. Who are they kidding? If it's
the digital carrier that is causing the hiss
on the analog signal, there is no way to
"fix" that. Reducing the digital power
will make lock and range problems even
worse.
Oh yes Iforgot, we are being told that
analog radios need to be narrowed more.
How will you replace all those radios that
get the hiss now?
What about the telephone- quality
audio that results from even more narrowing? Iknow we are told that most AM
radios have little response over 4 kHz,
but they do have some response over 4
kHz and in an honest A/B comparison,
there is noticeable change in perceived
quality when you tighten the high pass of
the transmitter down to asharp cutoff at 5
kHz from 10 kHz.
Telephone-quality
Let's not forget, the human ear is better than any audio meter in detecting
quality changes. The ear is also very sensitive to sounds like hiss.
In case you have not heard it, that hiss
sounds just like your main carrier has
suddenly become weak and the noise is
from the radio front end. Most people
think your power has dropped.
That is just what we small AM stations
don't need: aperception of weak carrier.
Here is the biggest joke of all of this
See LANGFORD, page 6

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!

with agencies from both counties.
Local SBE chapters and others should
take note of this smart program. For information see www.wi-broadcasters.org,
under Emergency Planning.
An FCC panel after Katrina supported
the idea of anational standard for credentialing telecom repair workers; broadcast
workers also could be included in such a
standard. Until then, though, states are
wise to act on their own.

The cards do not guarantee passage
but can help immensely in a situation
where a well-intended officer must make
a quick decision under stress about who
is and isn't qualified to pass.
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"Develop that relationship with your
Department of Justice," Vetterkind added,
or with the appropriate agency in your
state, perhaps the state police or emergency planning department.
WBA also recommends that, once you
have your card, you meet with local or
county law enforcement to be sure those
agencies are aware of the program.
That's particularly important if your
transmitter is in adifferent county than
the studio; in that case, you should meet

A few other jurisdictions reportedly
have adopted similar programs, including
New Jersey, South Carolina and New
York City. Wisconsin, meanwhile, may
never suffer ahurricane such as Katrina;
but it is squarely in tornado country, and
we can easily imagine it being hit by a
pandemic or hazmat train wreck.
Next time something unforeseen happens in these areas, radio engineers will
be better prepared to respond where they
are needed most.
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Lanford
Continued from page 5

mess. IBOC supporters say we can now
play music again and sound like FM,
right? But in the meantime we have to
narrow the analog so that the music over
the vast majority of radios in use sounds
worse than before. Remember why so
many AMs switched to talk in the first
place?
And we are supposed to pay an annual
fee for the privilege of shooting ourselves
in the foot?
Ibiquity is asking me to:
• Pay about $25,000 for an installed
IBOC exciter, and then who knows how
much the fees will rise in later years;

•Spend asmall fortune to have my 20year-old directional "optimized" for perfectly symmetrical sidebands and broadenough response;
• Degrade my listener base by adding
nasty hiss to my own signal at a time
when Iam already fighting amultitude of
other noise sources;
•Degrade my own audio bandwidth to
5 kHz or less to allow the digital carrier
to work; and
• Wait for 10 years for car radios to
become popular while paying afee each
year.
It is just me, or do they take us for
fools?
In my earlier article on IBOC reception (RW, Aug. 2, 2006), Inoted that FM
IBOC does not sound that much better
than properly processed analog in the

great majority of listening situations, but
on the other hand, it does no harm.
The same cannot be said for AM
IBOC. Ihave listened to local Chicago
stations when IBOC was first permitted
to go on at night. It was not pretty. Even
in the city, holding lock was hard.
The radio would slip back and forth
from analog to digital every couple of
minutes. AM 1000, WMVP (WCFL for
us old guys) has never been able to make
it work on their three- tower DA. My
sources tell me they have spent millions
on arebuild.
Will Ibiquity give me my money back
if my DA cannot be made to pass it? The
only winners in this IBOC deal are the
big companies that will make out on the
FM HD2 and HD3. For us little AM guys
it's just another nail in the coffin.
Ican only hope that Detroit will take a

hard stand on Ibiquity license fees. Maybe
the Ibiquity beancounters never figured
out that without IBOC as standard dashboard equipment, you can forget it.
If they expect me to pay an annual fee
while screwing up my own sound for the
analog listeners that are going to be the
main audience for years to come, they
have completely lost their minds.
A Chicago radio engineer who was one
of my mentors said it best: "IBOC FM is
junk science. AM IBOC is science fiction." Any AM small-station owner who
buys into this is asking for complaints,
headaches and severe disappointment.
Inow think Iknow why the FCC never
adopted the NRSC 10 kHz receiver standard as amandate to manufacturers. The
folks at Ibiquity knew that the wider
NRSC radio would make the eventual
rollout of AM HD even harder.
Fringe reception

"I saved time and money with Logitek consoles."

So they probably lobbied against the
wide-band standard. Now that AM IBOC
is here, corporate engineers for some of
the big companies that support IBOC are
leading the call for severe narrow-banding. Hmm, Ithink Ismell a rat, again.
These were some of the same people that
said NRSC wideband would be the savior
of AM providing FM like sound.
Do you realize the NRSC standard
would have given us radios with an audio
pass of about 7.5 kHz?

If it's the digital
carrier that is
causing the hiss on
the analog signal,
there is no way to
'fix' that.

"When we started shopping for new consoles at WUSF, my
first step was to ask my peers what they thought. Iposted a
question on Pubtech saying Iwas thinking about switching to
arouting system console, and asked for recommendations.
The majority of responses led us to Logitek.

Mike O'Shea, Chief Engineer
WUSF, Tampa Florida

We have purchased several Logitek consoles over the past
few years, and are amazed at how much console we get for
the price. Irecently bought two consoles plus arouter for
less than Ipaid in 1989 for two analog consoles. When you
consider what the 1989 costs represent in today's dollars, the
cost savings are incredible and there's no comparison for the
flexibility we have today.
Even better is the support we get from Logitek. When Icall
them with aquestion, the answer comes back right away. It's

Logitek
Console Router Systems

obvious to me that Logitek has aphilosophy that the sale can
never be complete without on-going responsive tech support.
When upgrading your studios, do your homework and ask
your peers for their recommendations. My research led to
Logitek, and I've been completely satisfied."

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgernoci • Houston, TX 77081
Toll Free: 800-231-5870. Tel: (713)664-4470
infoglogdekaudio.ccm

Learn how you can save time and money at
wveve. logitekaudio.com.

Sure, we could have used a narrow
switch for fringe reception, but for the
most part, the NRSC standard would
have given us radios that would have
sounded great in areas where most local
AM listening occurs. And the NRSC
radios would have been delay-free.
Don't tell me wide-band cannot sound
good. It's all in the receiver.
The stock Ford Crown Victoria radio
for model year 2001 is abeautiful example of "FM- like" AM audio from stations
that are still transmitting NRSC audio.
And let's not forget the GE SuperRadio.
It is still in production and sounds great
at levels over 2millivolts.
We expected that you can't mix IBOC
and wideband, but it is now clear that
even normal AM bandwidth is too wide.
So now we must really squeeze it down
and that will hurt analog badly.
You think the NAB move to put AM
stations on FM translators is independent
of trouble with AM IBOC? You think the
call for even sharper cutoff AM receivers
is independent of the trouble with IBOC
AM? It is time to stop CPR and "call it."
The AM IBOC patient is dead.
The author is president and chief engineer of Langford Broadcast LLC, licensee of WGTO(AM), Cassopolis, Mich. and
WDOW(AM), Dowagiac, Mich. Reach
him at larrylangford@aol.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCESS.

Keith DeGreen sayr
"Whether I'm a thousand
miles out to sea, visiting
unusual ports of cell or

Meet Another Real-World Super Hero...

exploring remote inland

Broadcasting a live Phoenix radio program from out to sea would be challenging for

places, my Comrex

e'en the most seasoned veterans. Not for Attorney and Certified Fir ancial Plannerrà,

ACCESS PorTable

(end world traveler) Keith DeGreen. Keith is skown here using the C3mrex ACCESS
Portable as he and his ship, The Global Adventure, approach Koror Harbor In The
Republic of Palau-450 miles east of the Phil ppines and 7,200 miles from Phoenix!
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Ccble, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,
POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with

empowers me to
project abroadcastquality signal back home
at anytime from
virtually anywhere."

Matrix, Vector and Bluehox)—plus some servkes you may not have even heard of.
Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS
will perform in real --ime over most available I connections.
Cont3ct Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a RealWorld Super Hero—wherever you are!
Keith has been broadcasting his radio prpgram, aunique mix of personal fincnce, economics,
olitics, and real-life "
extreme broadcast ng" advent_ire for 19 years. Listen live 8-1 ¡ AM
Sundoy mornings AZ time on NewsTalk 550, KFY1, or catch Keith's archived frlows, and
enjoy the amazing videos, photos and Hogs of his open-ended "round-the-world journey
at his website, www.theglobolockenture.com.

Put Comrex On The Line.
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Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infogcorrirex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Arbitron Delays PPM Adoption
NEW YORK

The radio industry's

long- debated move to electronically
collected ratings data hit a snag in
November.
Arbitron said it will delay commercialization of its Portable People Meter radio
ratings service in nine markets while
issues of sample size — including
improved compliance among minority
youth — are worked out between the
research firm and commercial broadcast
customers.
Broadcast customers have said sample
sizes with PPM are too small, while the
National Association of Black Owned
Broadcasters has said minorities are
under-represented with PPM.
Arbitron has acknowledged its sample
size dipped over the summer, as RW has
reported, but continued to defend the
accuracy of its audience estimates.
Observers said the decision to delay
PPM implementation in other major markets is "huge" and reflects the power of
Arbitron's large commercial broadcast
group customers.
Radio station Arbitron ratings are used
by ad agencies and advertisers to make
their decisions in buying ad time.
New York, Nassau- Suffolk and
Middlesex- Somerset- Union will be
delayed by nine months; broadcasters in
those markets previously were due to go

COMET, the world leader for high voltage vacuum
capacitors, leads the next wave of technological
innovation with the Integrated Drive for the broadcast industry.

The ideal solution for today's transmitters, antenna
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Revised PPM Rollout Schedule:
First Survey Month of 'Currency' PPM Data for Buy/Sell Transactions
"live" with PPM this month.
Other markets in which Arbitron has
slowed its implementation schedule are
Los Angeles, Riverside and Chicago,
which will see asix-month delay, and San
Francisco, San Jose and Dallas, which are
seeing athree-month adjustment.
Diary service will be extended in these
nine markets, the company said, while it
works with customers, the Media Rating
Council, other organizations and community groups on the research and business
issues related to the PPM implementation. Arbitron had received harsh words
from several broadcast groups in the

In addition to ensuring 100% accuracy, the
Integrated Drive dramatically reduces R&D, procurement and assembly lead times. The once tedious and error-prone assembly of components is
now replaced with a standardized, easy-to-install
subsystem.

tuning, phasing and coupling units; the Integrated
alignment of motors, couplers and capacitors elimi-

Former schedule

Ne\‘ York

Our single source solution is easily integrated into
new and existing applications.
Contact us today for more information!

months before the announcement.
Feedback from these groups led the
company to conclude that the industry
would be better served if the firm delayed
further commercialization and addressed

•

NAB to FCC:
Regulate HD-R
Sparingly
WASHINGTON NAB is urging the
FCC to apply additional rules to
IBOC lightly, particularly for subscription services delivered via multicast channels.
In reply comments to the commission, NAB said, "Most commenters
rejected limitations on the amount of
subscription services that may be
offered, finding such regulation unnecessary to the preservation of free, overthe-air digital radio."
Beyond the baseline requirement
that broadcasters offer one free digital
programming service comparable to or
better in audio quality than their current service, stations "should be free to
allocate remaining bandwidth in
response to consumer demand and
changing marketplace conditions," the
trade group stated.
NAB agrees with Cox Radio that the
penetration level for IBOC receivers
with conditional access capability will
not support a subscription service for
some time and so it would be "unreasonable" for the agency to establish
spectrum caps now. In addition, aspectrum fee "would create adisincentive
that would almost certainly doom the
technology before a market can develop," said NAB.
The Benton Foundation urged new
public interest requirements for digital
radio, but this would "throw the commission back to an outdated era of
heavy-handed and unnecessary regulation," NAB argued.

Gains Listeners
COMET North America, Inc., 76 Progress Drive, Stamford, CT 06902
T + 1203 969 2161, F + 1203 969 2162, usa@comet.ch, www.comet cli

The decision does not affect PPM
services in Houston and Philadelphia.
Arbitron also intends to introduce PPM
service in Atlanta, Detroit, Washington
and in subsequent markets, as originally
scheduled.
As aresult of its decision, Arbitron
lowered its forecast for earnings per share
for 2007 and ' 08.
— Leslie Stimson

NEWSWATCH•

Public Radio
The X-perts for security, inspection, electronics and communication

their issues, stated Chairman, President/
CEO Steve Morris.
The ratings firm said it has several initiatives in the pipeline for implementation in
the first quarter of 2008 that it believes will
improve the performance of PPM samples.
"We also plan to use the additional
time to work closely with community
leaders to review the workings of the
Portable People Meter service and to
gather their insights as to how we might
improve compliance among persons
18-34, including ethnic young adults,
across the diverse communities of New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago and subsequent markets," stated Monis.

OLNEY, Md. Public radio reaches
nearly 28 million people old enough to
fill out an Arbitron diary in a given
week. Pubcasters reached 27.9 million

persons age 12+ in an average week or
11.1 percent of the U.S. population.
That's according to the Radio
Research Consortium, which analyzes
audience data for stations receiving
funds from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.
After three years of decline, public
radio's Average Quarter Hour Persons
audience grew 3 percent in the Spring
2007 survey. The AQH rise means
public radio captures 5 percent of
radio listening.
RRC based the figures on the
Arbitron Nationwide

BBG Will Close
Morocco Station
WASHINGTON Officials with the
Broadcasting Board of Governors said
broadcasts from the Morocco Transmitting Station will cease in March.
No programs will be affected; other
facilities will pick up those services.
The government expects to vacate the
facility by the end of 2008 and return it
to the Moroccan government. "The rising cost of operating the Morocco station prompted this decision," said
Letitia King, chief of media relations
for the International Broadcasting
Bureau. Officials expect to save $3million to $4million ayear.
The facility includes 2,000 acres
with 80,000 square feet of buildings
and 10 high- power (500 kW) shortwave transmitters. It carries U.S. government broadcasts from Voice of
America, Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty and Radio Farda. There are 56
government employees, including four
U.S. citizens and 52 local employees; a
memo to staff stated that employees
who lose their jobs will receive severance compensation.
U.S. international broadcasting in
Morocco started in 1949 with the
Tangier Relay Station. The current
facility is 18 miles southwest of
Tangier and began broadcasting in
1993.
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MW Oven Tester Evaluates WAP Operation
by John Bisset
Ed Dulaney is the market engineer for
Crawford Broadcasting's Denver cluster.
He writes that for several months he's
had some old 2.4 GHz Wireless Access
Points (WAPs) lying around in storage.
From all outside indications they seemed
to be functioning perfectly.
When plugged in, Ed saw the "blinking lights" on the front and was able to
log into the Web interfaces with acomputer connected to the Ethernet port.
However, no matter which way he set up
the wireless configuration, he couldn't
see the access points with aWiFi card in
his PC. It just seemed that the units
weren't radiating any RE
Being an industrious sort, Ed decided
to see if he could measure the RF output
of the units with a "Microwave Leakage
Detector." These are the units sold by
almost every department store —
RadioShack too — and are used to check
amicrowave oven for excess radiation.
Since microwave ovens operate at 2.45
GHz, Ed figured that these detectors
would be able to pick up the 2.4 GHz signals from his WAPs. Sure enough, when
he put one of them next to a working
antenna, it read the approximate power
density of the access point.
Seen in Fig. 1, the D-Link wireless
access point is radiating 2.40 milliwatts
per cubic centimeter, proving that the
device is indeed putting out asignal
Ed found that the levels will bounce
around wildly, as awireless access point
utilizes spread- spectrum modulation.
Readings varied between 0.1 and 3.1 mW
on the Microwave Leakage Meter.
He tested the units in storage, and
found some that never gave any reading,
proving without adoubt that the RF section was toasted!

* * *
Adapting studios to existing buildings
isn't always the easiest job. Especially
where long halls are involved, dampening
the hall noise can be aproblem.
Joe Jarjoara, chief engineer for
Qantum Communications of Cape Cod,
Mass., sent in an effective sound lock
seen in Fig. 2.
His first step was adding asecond door

Fig. 1: Using a microwave oven leakage detector to verify
wireless access operation.

See SUNG, page II

Sure, you could drag out the spectrum
analyzer and check the levels that way.
But for $ 20 at your local department
store you can have aportable WAP tester.
Ed Dulaney can be reached at
edulaney@crawfordbroadcasting.com.
* * *
Jim Swartos owns the tallest communications tower in northwest Washington
state.
The last time he had to call in a
NOTAM on a tower lighting issue, he
was on hold for over three hours. While
waiting, he was thinking, "There must be
some serious storm problems over alarge
part of the country!"
When he finally got through ( it was
after midnight and thus the next day) the
person taking his call said, " No, we
haven't been that busy, the phone system
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Fig. 2: A carpet strip helps deaden hall noise in this simple sound lock.
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must have aglitch in it. I'll tell tech support to take alook at it."
What this really meant was Jim was on
"Ignore" for that time period. Needless to
say, Jim feels that this recent consolidation (using Lockheed Martin) has afew
issues to be ironed out.
Jim further advises anyone who calls
and is placed on hold for more than afew
minutes, to hang up and call again.
Swartos
can
be
reached
at
jtowernw@hotmail.com.
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make the sound lock. Joe obtained
additional deadening by adding the carpeted strip inside the frame of the two
doors, as pictured. Not fancy, not costly
and it works.
Joe Jarjoara can be reached at
avcraftsmen@ aoLcom.
to

* * *
Energy Transformation Systems builds
avariety of problem solutions supporting
data, voice and multimedia.
The California company has introduced a product called InstaSnake that
consists of two small boxes with four
XLR microphone inputs and a shielded
RJ-45 jack on one box, and corresponding outputs on the other.
You can find out more about the product by heading to the company's Web
site; see www.etslan.com/audio.htm.
The InstaSnake is apassive unit so you
do not need power. The device accepts
mic, line, analog or digital audio and supports phantom power. The interconnect
between the two boxes is Cat-5cable.
In-house testing using a low-Z Shure
microphone showed that Cat-5 could be
used to distances of nearly 2,000 feet
with no diminution in the quality of
MARKET
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sound. The advantage,
especially for remotes, is
that you can get four channels of analog or digital
audio signal from one
place to another on one run
of Cat-5or better cable

when larger capacity is
needed. That's when you
find out how heavy these
devices are!
Nassau Broadcasting
Maine Market Engineer
Bill Ryall had to swap out
and move Phasemasters at
* * *
one of his sites last summer.
Not only are the devices
Engineers who maintain
heavy, but their physical
mountaintop transmitter
construction makes them
sites are familiar with the
awkward to move.
Phasemaster.
Although there are two
In places where it's costmotor eye hooks, when
Fig. 3: A sli ng added to
ly to run three-phase eleclifted from these hooks the
the engine hoist keeps
tric service, the rotary
Phasemaster tips back
the Phasem aster from
phase converter generates
toward the rear terminal
tipping as it's moved.
three-phase AC out of sinbox. If you're not careful,
the device can be damaged as it's lifted.
gle phase. Usually very reliable, they
sometimes need to be moved or replaced
Seen in Fig. 3, Bill's solution was to

l Radio World

build some lifting slings to use in conjunction with his engine hoist. The hooks
fit into the eyes, and the rear bracket
holds the terminal box level, preventing
the Phasemaster from tipping.
This setup will allow one person to
easily pick up and move a Phasemaster
single-handed, though Idon't recommend that. Have apartner at hand.
Bill can be reached at bryall@
nassaubroadcasting.com.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineer for 39 years.
He is the northeast regional sales manager for Broadcast Electronics, and recently
received the SBE's Educator of the Year
Award. Reach him at 571-217-9386, or
jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions
can be sent to 603-472-4944. Submissions for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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BlAfn Improves
AppTracker, Flag
BIAfn Dataworld enhanced its
AppTrackers and Flag services.
The offerings support the efforts of
media companies and legal counsels to
monitor FCC actions, "whether for
themselves or as a means to watch
competitors."
The company said AppTracker also
now can send detailed status reports to
mobile applications, such as
BlackBerry, Treo and iPhone.
It monitors new applications under
review at the FCC in real time,
enabling users to know about developments in construction permits, license
assignments, transfers of control and
consummated agreements.
The service monitors the FCC
delivers decisions and actions based
on application number, market areas,
owner and licensee names, call signs
and e- mail addresses. The user can
choose various notification intervals
and targeted dates.
Flag notifies subscribers of activity
at the commission that affects any
monitored points and is marketed as an
"early warning alert system" on decisions affecting that specific area. It
evaluates AM, FM, TV and LPTV/
Translator; it also notifies of CATV,
BCST, AUX, EBS/BRS and wireless
cable. It checks spacing criteria and
educational proposals near commercial
operations. It can monitor states, distances out to 60 miles or specific FCC
release types or release items, and initiate an alert to subscribers when an
FCC release mentions astation's call
letters or flagged geographic site.
For information call (800) 331.5086 or e-mail info@bia.com.
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It's Drive Time.
How Do You Keep Your Station In The Driver's Seat?
Competition for ears is intense. And station needs can be as different as night and day.
Whether you are in asmall, medium or large market, BE delivers mission- critical analog
and HD Radio that go the distance for you. Technology that can give you acompetitive edge,
reduce operational costs through increased efficiency and avoid equipment obsolescence.
AudioVAULT radio automation, Messagecasting from The Radio Experience,
solid state and tube transmitters for AM, FM and HD Radio. All delivered to you
with unparalleled customer support and product reliability.
That's Total Radio. Guaranteed.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305
(217) 224-9600 • bdcastebdcast.com • www.bdcast.com
Broadcast Electronics, AudioVAULT, The Radio Experience and the BE logo are registered trademarks and Messagecasting
is aservice mark of Broadcast Electronics, HD Radio is aproprietary trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation
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The Big Picture

2007, A Year to Remember
II Was One for the Books in the U.S. Radio

Environment; We Recount Some Highlights
The arbitrary boundary of the calendar
year provides us with an almost obligatory opportunity to reminisce on the recent
past, and look ahead to the near future,
on an annual basis.
Far be it for us to avoid this tradition,
particularly for 2007, which turned out to
be arelatively eventful year for the radio
industry.
Probably topping the list was the
release of long-anticipated "final rules"
for IBOC, with the FCC's Second Report
and Order on DAB, adopted in March
(although not effective until Sept. 15).
Among other things, this made it possible for broadcasters to begin FM IBOC
multicasting and Extended Hybrid operation without permission or notice. It also
allowed AM IBOC broadcasting at night
— a topic that has subsequently proven
quite controversial, resulting in numerous
complaints, the formation of an antiIBOC coalition, and one radio group's
(Citadel's) at least temporary cessation of
AM IBOC operation. This debate will
undoubtedly continue in 2008.
There were other, more positive
IBOC-related movements in the industry
during 2007, which you may recall from
their in-depth coverage on these pages,
and which will likely reappear in more
real form in 2008.

These include the RadioGuard conditional access (CA) system developed for
HD Radio by NDS and Ibiquity, and the
first IBOC receiver chipsets suitable for
portable applications. In addition, several
industry announcements in 2007 showed
promise for the beginnings of arealistic
IBOC datacasting business in 2008.

It's one thing to
steal listeners, but
something else
when advertising
revenue is also
poached.

The NRSC did its share of work in the
IBOC standardization arena this year,
with the release of an informational document on surround sound broadcasting,
(the product of an NRSC Working Group
that Ico-chaired with Steve Fluker, and
edited by David Layer of NAB), as well
as updates of its AM bandwidth and

pre/de-emphasis ( NRSC-1-A) and emission mask (NRSC-2-A) standards (to better accommodate IBOC-AM).
It also issued its first "Guidelines"
documents delineating recommendations
or best practices — one on analog AM
bandwidth options (G-100), and another
on the harmonization of data between
RBDS and IBOC-PSD (G-200).
Less noticed but still important in 2007
was the FCC's move toward " digital
EAS," with the provisional mandating of
the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) as
anew, XML-based method of distributing
alert messages among EAS participants.
Meanwhile, NAB introduced its
FASTROAD ( Flexible Advanced
Services for Television and Radio on All
Devices) program, amulti-million dollar
fund directed toward research, development and incubation of new services that
will allow broadcasters' services to propagate or evolve smoothly into nextgen
consumer media systems and the behaviors they engender.
The first fruits of this project may
appear in 2008, and they are apparently
intended to push the industry beyond its
current state, which some might correspondingly describe as the SLOWBOAT
(Still Losing Opportunities While
Broadcasters' Old Attitudes Triumph)
approach.
The other PPM
One of the most impactful introduc-

by Skip Pizzi
tions of 2007 may turn out to be
Arbitron's Personal People Meter (PPM,
not to be confused with the Peak
Program Meter used by audio engineers
for audio level display).
The system leverages the same aural
masking techniques used by audio compression algorithms to embed audio
signatures inaudibly into broadcast content; these are later extracted from
recordings made by portable devices
worn by selected listeners, thereby indicating their actual radio listening on a
given day.
The increased accuracy of listening
data caused by the transition from diaries
to PPMs for the estimation of audience is
likely to have amajor effect on the business of radio broadcasting, particularly in
the short to mid-term.
Moving from diaries to the PPM literally overnight in any given market is a
See 2007, page 14
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Continued from page 12
huge step, though — not unlike exchanging a magnifying glass for an electron
microscope — so it will certainly take
some getting used to by the industry. This
process will be interesting to observe in
the coming years.
Lord of the Blings
l'his year's title lor "Subject on Which
Most Rhetoric Was Spewed" undoubtedly goes to radio broadcast performance
royalties for music recordings. It's hard
to imagine this issue not winning the
same prize next year, as well.
In 2007, most of the discussion
focused on Internet radio, due to the periodic (-5year) review of royalty rates that
concluded this year for the period
2006-2010, with substantial increases set
by the new Copyright Royalty Board ( in
its first major action since it was formed
by the U.S. Copyright Office).
The decision is still in effective abeyance
as the industry continues to discuss its finer
points and seek relief, both in Congress and
in bilateral discussions with SoundExchange, the royalty collection agency. This
process will very likely continue into —
and perhaps throughout — 2008.
In CRB Part 2, the board concluded its
hearings in October on asimilar review of
the royalties assessed on satellite radio.
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At press time, the new rates for that sector
were expected to be announced imminently. When they are, it is possible that
another reactive firestorm may be ignited
(due to another substantial rate hike that
is anticipated by many observers),
although the far smaller universe of players involved in satellite radio may keep
this iteration from burning as long and
hard as in the Internet radio case.
But the third part of this epic trilogy
could be the real blockbuster: The possible
assessment of such royalties on terrestrial
radio broadcasting — for the first time. Of
course the reaction to this would be nothing short of cataclysmic, and the preparatory rumblings already have begun.
Interestingly, existing law essentially
prevents such achange from being unilaterally instituted by the CRB, so it literally requires an act of Congress to do so.
The first proposal for such legislation
has been drafted recently by Rep.
Howard Berman, D-Calif., chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and
Intellectual Property, a measure that has
already become generally known as "the
Berman Bill."
Should the bill make it into law, it could
ultimately lead to new royalties on overthe-air radio broadcasters set by the CRB.
Most observers believe afull progression
to that end is unlikely, particularly given
the strong broadcasting lobby. Yet others
have noted that NAB appears more vulnerable than it has been historically, due

IN

OUT
Diaries

PPMs (well, sort of)

AES3

IP audio

PAD

PSD

Field- recording media that move

Solid-state field- recording media

Streaming your air signal

Separate on-air and on-line services

ISDN

EV-DO Rev A

MP3

HE-AAC

DAB

DAB+

XLR

RJ-45

Canadian DAB

Canadian IBOC

Convergence

Mobile Convergence

SAME

CAP

Angst over the CRB

Angst over the Berman Bill

AM Skywave listening

AM IBOC

"Terrestrial" Radio

"Local" Radio

2.0

5.1

WiFi

WiMAX

RBDS-RT

RT+

Sat uplink trucks & VSATs

BGAN

Kevin Martin

Susan Ness?

Servers

Datacenters

Internet radio on PCs

Internet radio on mobile devices

Music downloads to PCs

Music downloads to mobile devices

Two Satellite Radio operators

Two, one or zero Satellite Radio operators

RIAA vs. Webcasters

RIAA vs. Everyone

its still-new leadership, and its concurrent
concern with other critical issues, such as
media ownership, the ongoing digital TV
transition and mobile competition.
Note also that even if such royalties
are never assessed on local radio, that
industry could still feel an impact from
the CRB's actions via other venues. A
direct impact comes from the increased
costs on radio broadcasters' own Internet
streams, of course, but there could be an
even more important indirect effect.

Perhaps the scariest
new movement
of the year was
the movement
away from
DRM-protected
music downloads.

Sabre designs. manufactures and installs towers to meet
your broadcast specifications. We offer everything from
custom FM support sections to turnkey AM installations.
Committed

to

customer

service,

we

deliver

quality

products at competitive prices with the shortest lead times.
Call Sabre today for all your tower needs.

1-800-369-6690
www.sabrecom.com • broadcastsales@sabrecom.com

Consider that the CRB's imposition of
higher costs of operations on Web- and
satcasters could cause them to move (or
move further) toward an advertising-based
business model, and some of the revenue
thereby attracted could reduce advertising
dollars that might otherwise have been
spent on local radio broadcast stations.
It's one thing to steal listeners, but it's
something else again when advertising
revenue is also poached by new competitors. The problem is compounded by the
fact there is almost no limit to the number of new entrants that can compete this
way other than natural market forces ( in
other words, there is no scarcity of spectrum or licensing requirement for online
competitors).
Increasingly, too, the entire Internet
(fueled by its search engines' success) is
drawing more advertising revenues away

from traditional media in general. In a
PPM world, any such movement — even a
small one — could be detected and reported, potentially causing a snowball effect
that accelerates the rate of such shifts.
Not a happy scenario for traditional
radio, and one that might cause broadcasters to hasten their own exploration of
and movement to online alternative services in the next year.
Brother, can you paradigm?
Perhaps the scariest new movement of
the year was one that we've only seen the
beginnings of in 2007, but which may
eventually have substantial impact on the
radio business.
This was the movement away from
DRM-protected music downloads, which
is but one part of the entire music industry's struggle to find a proper business
process for the connected entertainment
environment. What it specifically implies
for radio, however, is that online music
stores and subscription services may also
ultimately move to an advertising-based
business model.
Couple this with the above- mentioned
possible transition of Internet radio
toward ad support, and it could produce
significant erosion of both broadcastradio listenership and advertising revenues to all of these new media sites.
On the other hand, there are other
models that the music industry may move
toward other than an ad-supported one,
and several of those also made their
debut in 2007. Most notable was
Radiohead's pay- what- you- like download (or buy the CD with some extras)
experiment, the ultimate outcome of
which is still in question.
Finally, no year- in- review article is
complete without a " What's In and
What's Out" list, which we present above
for your review, along with our best wishes for you and your business in 2008!
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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EVALUATION

Aphex HeadPod 454 Spanks Bottom End
Small, Hefty Headphone Box Is Equally Comfortable
With Lows and Highs; Monitors at Modest Levels
by Doug McLeod
The radio industry isn't generally seen
as amarket for audiophile headphones.
The advent of CD and DAT media
didn't move the market, particularly,
because no matter how clean the source
material was, listeners still received it in
processed analog. But now that all-digital
audio paths are areality — and with HD
Radio creating alarger footprint — some
radio people might be looking for better
quality to monitor all that superior sound.
Unfortunately, no matter how good the
headphones are, they must be driven by
an amplifier, and few units on the market
provide truly audiophile reproduction. It's
aproblem Aphex Systems can relate to.
Although the company made its name
with processing gear for studio and

broadcast use — such as the Dominator
II, Compellor and its flagship Aural
Exciter line, as well as the Model 230
Master Voice Channel and the Model
2020 MkIII Broadcast Audio Processor
— it has recently added other products.
Now in its catalog are D/A and A/D
converters, a — 10 to +4level converter and
the Anaconda bidirectional digital snake,
which debuted at the 2006 AES Show.
Aphex is now in the headphone amplifier/splitter business, too, because the company found it hard to show off its processing gear with available headphone gear.
"Whenever we went to demo at trade
shows, no matter what amplifiers we
hauled around, we couldn't get the quality we needed to properly demonstrate our
products," said Marvin Caesar, Aphex
president and co-founder.

Product Capsule:
Aphex HeadPocl 454

"So we created acircuit for our own
use, just so we would have something
good enough to monitor our processing
products with. We started getting
requests to put that circuit in aproduct
that customers could buy."
Functional real estate
That circuit became the Aphex
HeadPod 454 professional high-output
headphone box. It's a rugged and functional device; a mighty midget that
sounds great.
Straight out of the box, Isaw that the
HeadPod 454 is a serious piece of gear.
Hefty for its size, the unit weighs in at 16
ounces for abox that's smaller than alot
of digital field recorders (5.5 inches wide
x 1.9 inches height x 4.5 inches deep),
and is encased in metal. Not aplastic surface to be found. That alone makes it a
standout product.
Layout is simple and functional: five

Thumbs Up
/ Clean sound, even at low
frequencies and high volumes
/ Excellent power without crosstalk
or other noise
/ Rugged construction, compact
design
/ High quality at lower volume
cuts down on listener fatigue

Thumbs Down
/ No way to mix or balance the
left and right inputs

•••••

/ No battery power/was not
4

F

.

designed for remotes
PRICE: $ 249 MSRP
CONTACT: Aphex Systems at
818-767-2929 or visit
www.aphex.com.

See HEADPOD, page 18

Not everything that glitters is gold...
sometimes it's chrome.

Introducing the FIN®
vie•

The same great dynamic technology
that you have corne to expect from
Heil Sound with four LEDs that
illuminate the FIN through your
phantom power.

1-618-257-3000

www.heilsound.com

ow.

You think we have alot to say? You should hear our clients.
When we asked our clients which Element features they liked best — well, you see the results. And this is the edited version. (Good thing we bought two pages.)

Go ( con)figure •

The folks at MPR say they really love being able to configure their Elements and keep tabs on their

entire Axia network using standard Web browsers. You can set up and administer an entire building full of consoles from the

Who

are

these

guys? •

Why buy aconsole

from Axia? Element was designed by Mike Dosch and his

comfort of your own office (where there's plenty of Cheetos and Pepsi). Put an Internet gateway in your Axia network and you can

team of ex-PRRE renegades (who know abit about consoles).

even log into Element remotely, from home or anywhere else there's aNet connection. Great for handling those 6P.M. Sunday

And Axia is adivision of Telos, the DSP experts.

"help me!" phone calls from the new weekend jock.

Screen

play •

Element lets you use any display screen you choose, to suit your space and décor. Get

aspace- saving 12" LCD, or go for abig 21" monster. ( This is Dave Ramsey's favorite Element feature, by the
way. Anyone wanna bet he bought his monitors on sale?) Hook up aVGA projector and make aMeter Wall!

Per

timing •

You can't have too much time. That's why Element's control display contains four

different chronometers to help keep talent in sync: adigital time- of- day readout that you can slave to an NTP
(Network Time Protocol) server, an elapsed- time event timer, acountdown timer talent can set for any interval
they choose... and there's also that big, honkin' analog clock right in the center of the screen ( Big Ben chimes not
included). We wanted to make it even bigger, but our screen designers charge us by the pixel.

Where's Waldo? • Hide-and-seek is apretty fun

Options •

Clients say they love Element's

game. But not when when you're in ahurry, and definitely

uncluttered worksurface. We kept it clean by

not when you're on the air. So every Element fader comes

placing an "Options" key over each fader to

with abig, bold 10- character LED display right above it to

give instant access to all the advanced goodies.

show talent, at aglance, exactly what source is assigned

It makes customizing settings easier than

to that fader. If it's music from adigital playout system

selling fudge cake to Dom

provided by one of our partners, the display can even

DeLuise.

show the title or artist of the song that's active. Talent tells
us that these displays are at the perfect angle for either
sit-down or stand-up studios.

Black

velvet • \Vhat's 100 mm. long, silky smooth, goes up

and down all day and lasts forever? Our super- quality conductiveplastic faders, of course. ( You have afilthy mind, mister. Shame on
you.) We sourced the most durable, reliable, premium faders and
switches for Element. And we added extra touches, like the custommolded plastic bezels that protect on/off switches from accidental
activation and impact. Because we know how rough jocks can be on
equipment — some of us were (jocks, not rough). And because we also know
there's nothing more embarrassing than asudden case of broodcastus interrupters.

Audio

cards

• Well, um, there actually aren't any.

Great

Not in Element, or anywhere else in an Axia network. Why

We

Phones

wanted

the

•

phones

not? Think about this: your production guy spends hours

on

crafting exciting, finely- tuned bits of broadcast magic,

extension of the board- ops them-

Element to work like an

only to filter them through a card sitting in a noisy, RE-

selves. Unfortunately, talent objected

filled PC. It's like washing awedding dress in the Hudson

to having Ethernet ports implanted in their

River. Not only that, broadcast audio cards are expensive.

skulls, so we came up with the next best thing.

And they only work in PCI slots.., how many of those are

With Element, jocks never have to take their eyes -

you seeing on new PCs? The AxiaIP-AudioDriver installs

or hands off the board to use the phones. Element

on any Windows

works with any phone system, but it really clicks with

PC to send and receive pure digital au -no sound card

the Telos Series 2101, TWOx12, or the new NX-12, which

required. You get better, cleaner PC audio that's sharable

connects four hybrids plus control with asingle Ethernet

right tjthe network. And you save tons of cash on sound

cable. Status Symbols' (those cool little information

Conductive aluminum bullnose is connected to a40- kilovolt

cards, and on the audio inputs you would have needed

icons) tell talent at aglance whether aline is in use, busy,

storage capacitor' that can be activated with aGPIO closure.

for that PC card audio

inure than enough to buy

pre-screened, locked on air, etc. You ( an even dial the

Set up ahotline remote trigger fer the PD to ( jive th,"-

that tool new iiet ,
:rfork vei,tei you've been lusting after.

phone r;oht from the board using the ! ruegrsit ,l'd keypad.

Uttle ' po ,>itive feedback:"

dio right through the PC's Ethernetport

Shown: 20-poNition Element, nicely equipped. SI05,557.00

lenp

Not slunen hut available: 4-. 8-.

Fried

2-. In-. 24- and 28-po,ltion Element. Dual exhan,i and whitewall., optional ai evtra i'os,

Chicken •

<<

Neer:essay is the mother of in-

<<

vention.",So we invented IF Audio
or broadcasting: r
ealtiose. lowlatency routing where logic &

dozen

mit-

reader •

<<

router s.

We

use

Cisco

switches to power Our networks.

'rinus follow audio. Thanks Mons!

Meter

Those other guys are really

proud that they've built a couple

Ar Ari,i , r(71r1Ote

is our favor-

ite word

As in

'remote

rmenteriame: ' remote

<<

remote control,'

sucks audio right out of cc moot

diagnostar.s.' So your life doesn't

Guess how many they've built?

er NICs. like pimientos from mar

have to go on without you.

LED program meters? How very 1990's. Element's SVGA display has

Swap

meet •

Soundcards? How quaint

Our IP- Audio cirher for Windows

,

tari olives. Minmm... olives,

Element modules are easy to hot- swap. Remove two screws and a

lots of room for timers. meters, annunciators (
there's afive- dollar word) and more — enough to

cable or two, and they're out. In fact, you can hot- swap the entireconsole— unplug it

show meters for all four main buses at once. Reboot the console to 5.1 surround mode and the light

and the audio keeps going, because mixing is done in an external Studio Engine.

show is even cooler. Any more bling and those fast ' nfurious types'll want it for their dashboards.
••••••••••111.11.1.1mieef

Can
Status

I

play

with

your

knobs? •

Twist 'ern, push 'ern, make'em

Symbols • There are those icons again. ( We're in love with icons. It's the Telos way.)

click. Element cornes standard with some pretty powerful production features, like

These Status Symbols alert talent to phone lines ringing, mix- minuses minusing, talkback channels

per- fader EQ, voice processing and aux sends and returns. Context- sensitive SoftKnobs

talking, etc. They can even display fader numbers, like you see here. Just one more way Element

let production gurus easily tweak these settings, while simultaneously satisfying their

makes it easy for talent to do afast, clean show.

tactile fixations. ( Don't worry: for on- air use, you can turn off access to all that EQ stuff.)

How

Memory

many? •

to change

these

How many engineers does it take
light

bulbs?

None...

enhancer •

We know how forgetful jocks can be, so Element

remembers their favorite settings for them. Element's Show Profiles are like a

they're LEDs.

"snapshot" that saves sources, voice processing settings, monitor
assignments and more for instant recall. Have talent set up
the board the way they like it, then capture their
preferences with asingle click for later
use. ( Hey, make them do some
work for achange.)

Stage

e

el>

r4

ezb *c)•
r›tc+
gc›

hook •

This butt(); sactivate, me
emergency ejector seat. OK, not
really. It's the Record Mode key; when you
press it, Element is instantly ready to record off air
phone bits, interviews with guest callers, or remote talent

ec)

drop- ins. One button press starts your record device, con-

te>
e -5*

Coffee? •

figures an off- air mix- minus and sends asplit feed ( host on

No console is spill-

one side, guest on the other) to the record bus. Like nearly

proof, but Element is easy to

everything about Element, Record Mode is completely

service alcl has no motherboard to

configurable — its behavior can even be customized for

damage in tho event of stupidity.

It's
Mixmaster•

already

in

there •

individual jocks. Sweeeet.

Element comes

standard with a lot of cool 900CieS you'd pay extra for

Push

my

buttons

e

You can program these

custom button panels with any macro you want, from

of

with other consoles. Like custom voice processing by

recorder start/stop to one- touch activation of complex

constructing a complicated mix-

Ornnia' that lets you quickly bad and capture compres-

routing switches and scene changes using PathfinderPC —

minus on- the-fly bring a big grin to your

sion, noise gating and de- essing combinations for each

software. You can probably even program one to start the

face? If so, you're excused ( Masochism 101 is down

and every jock that load automatically when they recall

coffee machine ( black, no sugar; thank you).

the hall). But if you hate building mix- minuses manually

their personal Show Profiles. ( Th ? re's even a secret " Big

as much as we do, you'll love the fact that Element does

Balls" setting that makes wimpy interns sound like John

them for you. No more using all your buses for a four-

Leader. A fifth of Chivas te the first guy who finds it.)

Does

the

thought

person call- in: no more scrambling to set up clean feeds
for last-minute interviews. When you put remote codecs
or phone calls on- the- air, Element automagically figures

Talk

out who should hear what and gives it to em

your talent? Talk to studio 9ttest

as many

custom mix- minuses as you have faders.

200b TLS Carp. Aria, Element PathfinderPC SlUillA Symbols. Omnia

to

me •

some one-on-one time with
remote talent, phone

callers ---- talk back to anyone jut by pushing a button.

TL.S.( orp..

other TMs' propertv

4

their 1,.spective miners.

www.AxiaAudio.com

, mpole doe,ni really have a high- voltage zapper in it. tfint it sure would be cool!)
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STUDIO SESSIONS

HeadPod 454 perform with high-test
amplifiers go off the rails.
Clarity," Aug. 3, 2005) and knew that I
audio?
"We recognized that even good headcould count on high-end, surround-sound
This box sounds wonderful. Most
phones have problems with the bottom
type reproduction of any kind of music.
headphone amps add something unwantend. You don't get a true response,"
What Iwasn't prepared for was that
Continued from page 15
ed to the audio: hiss, distortion or
Caesar said. "If you listen to something
clean low end referred to earlier. Caesar
knobs on the top — one master and four
crosstalk. We're all used to it and,
that's been mixed entirely through headsaid this was the first thing alot of trade
individual level controls — and four
frankly, if you're just listening to ampedphones, you almost always find that it's
show listeners noticed too, "the fact that
headphone jacks on the front. The back is
up announcers and
they could finally hear the botjust as straightforward. Feed the box
20,000 wackos in abastom end the way it's supposed
either with a stereo TRS signal or indiketball arena, then who
to sound. Even with great
vidual left and right balanced signals, all
cares? The announcers
headphones, that wasn't possion 1/4- inch tip- sleeve (TS) or tip-ringare wearing sportscaster
ble before." It's possible now.
sleeve ( TRS) user- supplied cables. A headsets. Volume rules.
This incredible sound comes
switch selects between the stereo and
A $40 headphone amp
at aprice, naturally. The $249
individual inputs. There's also ajack for
might be just fine.
MSRP might seem steep if
the wall-wart AC supply.
But for more disyou're used to $39 headphone
HeadPod TM 454
Aphex has not neglected the bottom of cerning listeners with
amps. But the pure quality and
Professional High Output
the case. Where most manufacturers leave
quality headphones,
Headphone Box
evident ruggedness make the
this blank, Aphex has screen-printed the
what works for remotes
HeadPod 454 astrong value in
specs, agraph showing maximum power
can be a major annoylots of ways. Mixes and prooutput to the headphone jacks (expressed
ance. If you're monitorgram monitoring take adecidin ohms) and graphics showing the TRS
ing jazz, classical or
ed leap forward. And as Imenand TS configurations for the input and
any digital music, disVolume 2
Volume 3
tioned, this baby is rugged.
Volume 4
output jacks. These days more non-techtortion and hiss are
You're going to have it around
40
CAUTION TURN DOWN VOLUME BEFORE PLUGGING IN
nical people are being call on to connect
unthinkable. For talk,
for along time.
things, so this is ahelpful touch.
too, it's clarity that
At first look, the HeadPod
The HeadPod 454 is not only built for
counts. Listener fatigue
454 seems ideal for remotes as
rugged simplicity, it's a muscular audio
is something headphone
well as studio work. The condevice. In fact, the manufacturer has
makers addressed long
struction and handy size are
printed awarning right on the top of the
before the amplifier folks.
bottom-heavy."
ideal. But, according to Caesar, the 454
case: "Caution: Turn down volume before
With the HeadPod 454, critical moniPublished specs for the HeadPod 454
isn't designed for remotes, and while I
plugging in."
toring can take place without having to
claim a frequency response of 10 Hz —
would be tempted anyway, field use could
Yes, we're all familiar with the discrank the levels. The nuances of your
120 kHz, a breathtaking spectrum of be problematic due to the power supply.
claimers that lawyers insist upon to avoid
audio source come out cleanly at modest
sound. Total harmonic distortion plus
It's a basic jack- in-the-back wall wart.
lawsuits ("Caution: Do not touch hot part
levels, so you can listen longer and more
noise is rated at <001 percent at 100 mW
Those little connectors are notoriously
of iron with hand.") But this is serious.
comfortably.
into 25 ohms. Crosstalk is —80 at 1kHz,
easy to disconnect accidentally in the field
The 454 packs atremendous wallop.
—70 at 10 kHz. That makes what can be a unless you tape them on and the unit does
Okay, so it's rugged and loud, both
How low can it go?
very loud sound come out clean and clear.
not have abattery option.
prime considerations for a headphone
And then there's the low end. That's
Iused the HeadPod 454 in my studio.
Another issue, and my only real comdistribution amp. But how does the
where lots of headphones and headphone
At Caesar's suggestion, Iconnected it
plaint, is that you can't mix or fade the
straight into the regular headphone jack
left and right inputs, either the stereo or
of my Mackie 1402VLZ Pro mixer.
the independent left and right inputs. If
PREVENT BROADCAST DOWNTIME WITH
Mackie has always provided aclean and
you need different levels or balances
robust signal at the headphone jack, good
from your inputs, such as for program
enough to use for program output in a return or cueing, you'll have to bring
pinch. What the HeadPod 454 did was
them in from their own mono sources.
improve on what Ihad always thought of
The Aphex HeadPod 454 fills amuchas aclean signal.
needed void in aworld of end-to-end digListening through my Sony MDRital radio. It's a strong performer and
o
7506 headphones, the difference was
comes in such aconvenient size that Ican
obvious. It was crisp, clear and, unfortuimagine engineers and even announcers,
nately, brought out acouple of annoying
who
insist on using their own headTransient Voltage Surge
room sounds Ihadn't noticed before.
phones, carrying aHeadPod from shift to
Automatic Voltage Regulators
Suppressors
Later, Itried a pair of Ultrasone
shift and station to station.
Proline headphones and the improvement
%..
Doug McLeod is a long-time major
was astonishing. I had previously
league play-by-play announcer He also
reviewed an Ultrasone headset for Radio
voices commercials from his studio in
World ("S-Logic Enables Audio Depth,
Scottsdale, Ariz. e

HeadPod
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50 kW Software Listens for Ads, Music

OS1 Series / Service Entrance Protection

WHR Series / Transmitter & Facility Protection

•Parallel Connected
•60 to 300kA Surge Current Capacity
-Single &Three Phase Models
•All Mode Protection
•Individually Fused MOV's
•NEMA 4X or NEMA 4/12 Enclosure

•Rugged & Robust Tech al 4v
•Single & Three Phase Models
•2to 1,680 kVA Capacities
•19- Inch Rack Mount Models
•Narrow & Wide Input Correction Ranges
•High Overload Capability

rat Sup nor Electric

s.

• ••• «•-•••

28 Spring Lane, Suite 3, Farmington, CT 06032
Phone 860-507-2025 • Fax 860-207-2050
www.superiorelectric.corn

The Listen4me program
from Fifty Thousand Watt
MN.«
00•Kiera I Tim
Deletal
%at Tea end 8,i ed Iwee
Software listens for ads,
%at Tee and eatery ad way
Global 1.7rocolatang
0/2W/00;85.1 42 PM
music, jingles and promos
G. kaobtoputrg ad 2area
Global Mamma., ad 3
l[Vian007 al 54 16 G.
from any source, including
Marys Murano end Frabang
Janata Ica Own 10tec adS
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agen.
I
0/2W2907 8534S PIA
recording they want to lisfa. Woe.
Ilatelkaaarn
mxxxxxue I
ten for.
Listen4me listens to the
sample recording to "learn" what it sounds like, then listens to the audio stream to
detect plays of the recording. It keeps alog of occurrences of detected recordings,
including recording name, date and time. The log file can be imported into a
spreadsheet.
The program also saves asound file copy of the detected recording for later
review and verification, and keeps asnippet of the preceding sound so users can
determine what was playing right before the detected recording. It listens for up to
20 recordings at once.
Listen4me runs under Windows. A free functional 30-day trial is available for
download from the company's Web site.
For more information, visit www.50kws.com.
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ONE
Harris

The ONE choice for end-to-end radio solutions.

--"
Peleneeisoralege

ZXTM Series

FlexStarTM

FM tri mode transmitters featu -ing

HDx Exciter brings HD Radio

multiple

analog audio to anew leviel. Featuring

transmitter, ani the latest in the

performance radio broa&ast console

real-tme

adaptive

DX

packed with features that are perfect

increased

power

PA

modules and

power

supplies for maximum redundancy.
When used with the FlexStar

HDx

Destiny' 3DX-50

correction
andi

and
for

efficiency

Highly

efficient,

PR&E NetVVave'

medium- wave

family o= world- class digital

high-

Fully compatible

for small to medium studios Share all

and the latest iBiquity platform in
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Watchband to Capture Hearts of Engineers
Burk 'sRemote AM/FM/RDS Receiver Displays
Projected, Actual Signal Strengths, FCC Station Info
by Stephen M. Poole
Imagine a PC radio coupled with a
streaming Web server that can be programmed to keep an eye on every station
in your market, and you'll get an idea of
what the Burk Watchband is capable of.
But that's just astart.
The receiver is an outboard, computercontrolled AM/FM unit with RDS.
Software is provided to set up astreaming
Web server and control interface accessible through any Web browser. Listen to
any station as alive stream, or schedule to
record selected stations and listen later.
The Watchband system also records
RDS data: monitor a competitor's
playlist, record your own playlist for
reporting purposes or provide logging of
RDS text for advertisers.
An engineer will find alot to love. The
Web interface graphically displays the relative signal strengths of all stations in a
market. Have Watchband monitor signal
strength and e-mail an alarm if anything
falls outside of the limits you've defined. It
can similarly monitor audio levels and
phase problems and let you know if something is out of whack.
But here's the really neat thing: It will
query an FCC database to display call letters, location and licensee's name.
Watchband also uses that data to calculate
the expected signal strengths of each station, and displays them graphically along
with the actual received value. Nice.
You might ask, why aseparate computer? After all, many pro audio devices
nowadays have aWeb server built in. The
reason is simple: Watchband is designed to
be the ultimate skimmer, and you'll doubtless be recording audio and playlists. A
small, built-in Web server wouldn't have
enough storage to make it worthwhile.
Plus, atrue enterprise-class server will better handle multiple users. Ithink Burk
chose wisely in this case.

external antenna for the best performance. The same antenna input is used for
AM and FM, so you probably want one
that works well for both. If you like,

server. Necessary software is provided on
the supplied CD.
Once Todd had installed everything,
we hit our first snag: the system refused
to boot.
After some head-scratching, we booted
in safe mode and removed the Novell client
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AM/FM/RDS Receiver

Thumbs Up
/ Scheduled recording and logging
of all stations in your market
/ Easy-to-use interface, accessible
from any good Web browser
/ Displays RDS data, along with FCC
info for the station being monitored
/ User-defined e-mail alerts and alarms
/ Displays projected and actual signal
strengths for all stations
/ Excellent price/performance ratio

/ No HD; Watchband is analog AM
and FM only
/ Requires an old-style RS-232 port,
not the now-ubiquitous USB
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PRICE: $ 1,495
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It also takes some time ( we had to wait
overnight) for Watchband to finish retrieving the FCC database info. Once it does,
39 C
you'll begin to see the station data and
575
projected signal strengths, as mentioned.
655
Tuning to a particular station can be
done with the Tune and Seek buttons on
533
the virtual receiver display, though Ipre500
ferred the geekier method — simply click
on the signal strength "spike" in the dis103
101
105
106
107
108
99
99
100
88
89
90
97
91
93
94
94
r. 9819C8 (191Mri
play and Watchband immediately switchflan MINIM etéquele,. ordy
Cabralban
•
MN,
es to that station. By moving the mouse
pointer over the signal strength display,
each frequency and the basic info for that
Burk sells acompanion antenna designed
from our test machine. That solved the
station also were displayed in alittle popproblem. Because of our experience, Iperfor dual-band use.
sonally recommend abare-bones Windows
up. Very nice.
The requirements for the dedicated
Now for the skimming and logging.
XP platform with the latest patches and
computer are modest; you probably have
updates. If your PC is an older one, wipe the
We scheduled test recordings, both audio
an older PC that'll fit the bill in your
and RDS data, for several stations and
hard drive and reinstall Windows while you
"bones and clones" closet.
wait for the Watchband to arrive. Don't put
the system worked flawlessly. One point
Burk recommends Windows XP, Vista
any software on there that isn't essential.
that may not be immediately obvious,
or Server 2003 running on a 1GHz
processor, with 1gigabyte of memory
A personal note: The Watchband systhough, is that a single Watchband
and 100 megabytes of available hard
tem itself is reasonably secure. All access
receiver can only tune asingle station at
drive space for the Web server and conis password-protected, and you will set up
any given time. In other words, if somealist that specifies what each user can and
one changes the currently tuned station,
trol software. More disk space will be
wanted, of course, as Watchband creates
cannot do. But while Burk's instructions
everyone who might be logged in and lisfiles for later retrieval.
are generally excellent, they focus on the
tening to the stream will hear the newly
The server computer also will need a Watchband system itself. It's assumed you
selected station.
network connection with Internet access,
already know how to keep a Windows
In a similar vein, if Watchband is
an audio card and a standard RS- 232
server PC secured and properly patched.
recording astation, the user can't tune to
Installation and setup
serial port. If your PC only has USB, buy
Therefore, the usual warnings about
adifferent one until it's finished. Power
The Watchband receiver unit is about
and install one of those USB to DB-9
exposing aserver to others apply to this
users who really need the ability to record
adapters. You'll need it.
thing too. In particular, don't open
the size of asmall book. For our tests, we
one station while monitoring another can
Most of the actual setup involves
just set it on top of the server PC.
Watchband up to the Internet unless you
add asecond Watchband receiver.
On the back are connections for the
installing and configuring the software on
understand the risks and know what
This thing really impressed me as Iran
you're doing.
wall-wart power supply, astandard DB-9
the dedicated Windows PC, and that's
it through its paces. Iwas testing it on a
RS- 232 port, a I/8- inch mini jack for
when Icalled in my intrepid assistant
local area network, so Iset it for the maxaudio out and an F-type antenna input.
Todd Dixon. Burk provides step-by-step
Using Watchband
imum bit rate, and the streaming audio
Connecting it to the PC with the provided
instructions for the software, which must
Once you have everything set up and
sounded great. The receiver has good
cables is a simple matter; we had that
be installed in the specified order:
running, simply use your Web browser to
sensitivity; Iwas able to pick up all but
done in less than aminute.
Microsoft Internet Information Server
access the Watchband server. Burk recthe weakest stations in the market using
Burk supplies a whip antenna to get
(IIS, the Web server) first, then the
ommends Microsoft Internet Explorer,
the supplied whip antenna.
you up and running as quickly as possiWindows Media Encoder ( for streaming
but Mozilla Firefox works just as well.
I'd like to see Burk add two things to
ble, but it strongly recommends agood
audio) and finally, the Watchband control
On your initial log- in, you'll be asked
this system: USB instead of RS- 232, and
to register the software with Burk. Tell it
FID-R capability. First, few PCs come
where you are; you can easily retrieve
with DB-9 ports anymore; we had to
Product Showcase
your latitude and longitude with the link
scrounge up an older computer for our
provided on the setup screen.
test. Plus, the Watchband could be USBModel RFC- 1/13 Remote Facilites Controller
During our configuration, we ran into
powered, eliminating the wall wart.
• control transmiter from any telephone
one other head- scratcher: the displayed
Second, companies like ours that are
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
signal strengths were severely clipped to
really pushing and promoting HD want to
• programmable control by date and time
about 1/3 height. After some digging, we
see it in every receiver we buy. It would
• optional printer and modem adapters
found the setting to change this. Why it
really be nice if we could compare the
• programmable telemetry alarms
wasn't
set
correctly
on
initial
install,
I
phase/timing and relative levels of the
• integrated rack panel
don't know, but it was easily fixed.
analog vs. HD audio too.
The RDS display was ugly at first; it
But that wouldn't stop me from buying
took awhile for the data to settle down.
the Watchband. All in all, at asuggested
When Imentioned this to Nathan Burk, he
list of $ 1,495, it represents aterrific value.
suggested
it
might
be
the
fact
that
we
were
Stephen M. Poole is chief engineer,
615.228.3500
man infirmation: www.sinesystems.com
using the little whip antenna instead of a Crawford Broadcasting, Birmingham,
good outdoor unit, which makes sense.
Ala..
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Try Livewire on Us!
Livewire® I
Pnetworking is now available integrated with our Millenium Digital consoles.
You can wire and mix your studio sources locally and economically, while accessing
facility- wide sources via the Livewire network. Scale- up your system anytime by adding
more consoles, Axia nodes and software — all connected via astandard Ethernet network.
It's the best of both worlds - Livewire IP networking and Millenium Digital consoles!
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Conn.ect your Milleni JR,

Livewire system in minutes

with StudioHub+ — the plug- and- play wiring solution.

601 Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085 • Phone: &56-467-8000 • Fax: 856 -467 -3044 • www.radiosystems.com
Livewire is a registered trademark of TLS Corp. StudioHub+ is a regis•ered tradema • k of Radio Srystems, Inc.
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Europeans Consider HD- R Roadmap
by Michael Hedges
LUCERNE, Switzerland Mounting
interest in Europe for HD Radio is
encouraging the technology's supporters.
The formation of the European HD
Radio Alliance and growing participation in strategy roundtables show that
interest is leading to digital strategies
and HD- R could spread to several
European countries within months, proponents believe.
The largest public broadcaster in the
country, SSR-SRG, is using Eureka- 147
digital radio technology. The broadcaster has financed two DAB multiplexes
that carry its channels exclusively. A
third multiplex using DAB+ has been
proposed, but not constructed.
IBOC supporters believe the HD- R
system would be attractive to private
Swiss commercial stations with service
areas that fall out of the norm for Eureka
"pod" coverage, in which every station
has the same power level and coverage
area. Eureka would not be as efficient or
economical a choice for stations with
smaller coverage areas, IBOC proponents have said.
More than 200 broadcasters attended
a two-day HD Radio conference, held
here in October to chart steps forward.
Organized by Markus Ruoss, a
European digital broadcaster and technical consultant, and supported by Ibiquity
Digital, the Swiss broadcast association
VSP, and BAKOM, the Swiss media regulator, "HD Radio Days" offered testing
results meant to resolve questions about
IBOC capacities and viabilities in
Europe such as tighter channel spacing,
mountainous terrain and different spectral occupancy.
The 100 kHz Swiss channel spacing
is tighter than in most countries and
because spectral occupancy changes

with IBOC as the system injects digital
energy into the sidebands, Europeans
have worried about protecting adjacent
channels from potential interference.
The testing took place in Switzerland,
much of it in the Lucerne area, acity in
eastern Switzerland surrounded by a

Ruoss, is to make "98 percent" of radio
listeners happy. "Real-world listeners,"
he said, "listen to music and content in a
real-world environment, not decibels or
kilocycles."
According to Ruoss, most technical
arguments meant to demonstrate that

Jurg Bachmann, Konrad Volanthen of OFCOM and
Markus Ruoss and Perry Priestley of lbiquity.
lake and ringed by mountains. Lucerne
is where Ruoss established an HD Radio
platform with the station he owns, Radio
Sunshine.
NRJ Group station Energy Zürich
contributed technical assistance in the
testing, providing content for the HD2
48-kilobits-per- second digital channel.
Ruoss introduced his test results by
reminding the audience that the analog
FM systems in use for decades are still
"very good" overall.
The objective for HD Radio, said

HD Radio does not work in Europe have
either turned out to be wrong, solvable
by operational introduction or not relevant for the commercial radio listener.
The remaining technical issue seems
to be "+/- 200 kHz interferers in the
fringe and overspill area of actual FM
networks," said Ruoss.
The basis for the testing environments
was determining acceptable interference
levels with current FM receivers.
Referring to the receiver study conducted by BAKOM. Ruoss said that FM

receivers are "very different."
For avariety of technical, geographic
and jurisdictional reasons, FM radio
coverage in Europe requires many transmitters, translators and repeaters.
For example, according to Ruoss,
Radio Sunshine will require three to
four transmission sites for 80 percent
coverage and eight to 12 sites for 98 percent digital coverage. The current analog
coverage of the station requires 15 transmitters.
For testing indoor reception and interference, Ruoss selected two sites: one on
the fringe of the Radio Sunshine coverage area, about 7.5 miles from the primary transmitter site, and the other in
the Lucerne city center.
Radio Sunshine used an on- air promotion to recruit test subjects.
Digital robustness
From this testing phase, Ruoss concluded that where FM analog reception
is good, HD Radio is also good. "DAB
[Eureka- 147] faces the same limitations
as FM and HD- R," he said. But he also
said that FM reception deep inside
buildings is "not as good as we think."
Cars of Radio Sunshine listeners were
equipped with JVC or Visteon Jump
receivers, with test subjects encouraged
to drive around central Switzerland.
Ruoss said all of the HD Radio testers
were "enthusiastic" about digital robustness. "Everybody likes HD Radio's ease
of use."
A separate test, using a speciallyequipped BMW automobile, took place
on a Swiss Air Force base runway to
attack an often-heard complaint that it is
not possible to receive HD Radio in a
car traveling faster than 100 miles per
hour. At 140 mph, according to Ruoss,
HD- R reception was "just fine."
Hans- Ulrich Rohrbach, consultant to
the Swiss regulatory body, presented
lab test results that compared HD
Radio- induced interference levels in a
variety of receivers. The main focus
See EUROPE, page 25
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DaySequerra

Accurate off-air monitoring of audio level and carrier modulation

Includes alarms for audio peak, audio program, RF carrier
and RBDS

Measures FM pilot & subcarrier injection and incidental AM noise

Optional AM off-air measurement including C-OuAM AM Stereo

www.daysequerra.com

Includes RBDS decoder with display and alarm for loss of
RBDS data

Optional Ethernet remote control with logging, alarms and 100
scanning presets

DaySequerra•West Berlin, NJ 08091
sales@daysecierra.com • 856-719-9900
02007 All Group Inc.

BE and iTunes. The ultimate tag team.
BE and IRE Messagecasting enable your listeners to
"tag" songs on their FM HD radios for later purchase
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iTunes

from the iTunes Music Store. Build listener loyalty,
enhance your station's brand and generate new revenue.
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TOP 25 MULTICAST FORMATS
Country

66

Rhythm/Blues

16

Rock

47

AC

15

Classical

39

Christian Contemporary

14

Alternative

33

News

14

Classic Rock

30

NPR

13

Oldies

29

80s Hits

12

Smooth Jazz

27

Dance

12

AAA

24

Classic Hits

11

CHR

23

Spanish

10

Hip Hop

21

Urban AC

10

News/Talk

20

Top 40

9

Comedy

19

Variety

9

Jazz

16
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Personalized Radio
For RRS Under Way

LPFM
Continued from page 2

NPR Labs, IAAIS Are Developing `Radio Anytime'
Capability for Visually-Impaired Listeners
WASHINGTON NPR Labs and the
IAAIS are working on a way for the
visually impaired to listen to their radio
reading service when and where they
want to.
The intent is to make it easier for the
visually impaired to hear their radio content when they want to, rather than having to listen in real time.
Think of it like TiVo for radio reading services, says NPR Labs Research
Associate Kyle Evans, who pitched the
project and is spearheading the threeyear effort.

Technology Officer Mike Starling, also
executive director of NPR Labs.
Using a special software program,
individual stories in the audio would be
"marked" so the receiver could recognize
the beginning and end points. Audio to
text software would "translate" enough of
the piece so the receiver could know
when the user pushes abutton to gather
all "dog" stories, for example, and buffer
them for later listening.
Those stories would be aggregated,
and the user could decide later which
ones to listen to, said Evans. Users

The intent is to make it easier for the visually
impaired to hear their radio when they want
to, rather than having to listen in real time.

The National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research, asubset of
the Department of Education, in November awarded NPR Labs a grant to
develop the personalized audio information service for RRS listeners. NPR is
providing additional resources directed
toward the project in order to meet the
timeline and deliver promised prototypes.
The idea involves the metadata in the
HD Radio audio stream. Since the data
portion of each stream is not "fully populated," there's enough overhead in the
IBOC data stream to handle this use.
This data activity could be part of amulticast channel of the audio information
service, said NPR Vice President/Chief

December 19, 2007
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would set up aprofile using acomputer
interface, he believes.
The project is in the beginning stages,
though some software would be needed,
probably in the HD-R importer, to handle the speech to text translation, he
said. NPR Labs is working with stations
to determine how to implement the necessary software.
In a world in which we're deluged
with information, visually impaired listeners are challenged in trying to keep
up with news, Evans said. "A device like
this could speed up the amount of content they could process."
— Leslie Stimson

listeners. "The idea that hundreds, if not
thousands, of additional LPFMs can be
shoehorned into an overcrowded radio
dial without causing considerable interference simply defies the laws of
physics," stated NAB Executive Vice
President Dennis Wharton.
Martin singled out both Prometheus
Radio Project members on their "success" as well as former Chairman Bill
Kennard, who initiated the LPFM service
seven years go.
Pete Tridish, founder of Prometheus,
commended the agency for moving toward
what he called "better engineering methods" for finding channels for LPFMs.
Specifics of the commission action
were not published immediately. However, the commission voted to allow the
sale of an LPFM from one non-profit to
another with certain conditions and to cap
ownership to one LPFM per licensee. The
idea here is to keep LPFM ownership
local and true to the original non-profit
intent of the service.
Full-service to pay?
The commission voted to treat alterations in an LPFM's board of directors as
minor ownership changes that the agency
can approve quickly; and it spelled out
that repeated, automated programming
does not meet the local program origination requirement.
Although the vote to pass the new
rules was 5-0, Chairman Kevin Martin
voted with the Democrats and not his
own party colleagues on two key issues
that favor LPFM rather than existing
broadcasters. The other GOP members
voted for the item overall, but dissented
in part to the rules.
First, the FCC established an interim
policy for considering short- spacing
waivers and a displacement policy for
LPFMs.
Proponents wanted to extend the
length of LPFM construction permits

All IWant For Christmas Is A

Balsys Studio!

BALSYS
The Balsys Companies provide
afull range of services:
• Studio Conceptual Layout featuring
optimum workflow and flexibility
• Custom Furniture design and
fabrication
• Equipment Specification
& Procurement
• Project Coordination
• System Prewiring, Test,
& Documentation
• On- Site Installation & Training

beyond 18 months. While not approving
ablanket increase, the commission gave
the Media Bureau permission to grant
extensions.
As we reported in September, the
FCC has identified about 40 LPFMs "at
risk for displacement," Doyle said, due
to recently adopted rules to streamline
city of license modifications for fullservice FMs.
The FCC also "tentatively" concluded
that full- service stations must provide
technical and financial assistance to
LPFMs when a full- service station's
"facility proposal" would cause interference to an LPFM.
In cases where no other technical
remedies can be found to minimize or
eliminate interference to an LPFM, the
FCC "would favor those LPFMs" that
have regularly provided eight hours a
day of local programming over an application for a full-power station move-in,
Doyle said.
At least one legal observer said future
FM city-of-license changes will need to
protect LPFMs as aresult.
GOP Commissioners Deborah Tate
and Robert McDowell objected to the
waiver policy, which the FCC had rejected in 2005; McDowell called it a "radical departure from prior commission
precedent made without sufficient public
notice."
"Clearly, the 2005 commission recognized and upheld our long-standing policy to treat full-power stations as primary
to secondary services such as LPFM and
FM translators," he said.
Tate said she could find no justification for apolicy shift, noting that "lowpower FM licensees provide agreat service to their communities, but they accept
their license knowing that they are asecondary service."
Wharton said NAB shared those concerns and hoped to work with the commission to find asolution that works for all
Compromises, concerns
The second key area in which Martin
sided with Democrats was the decision
to cap the number of applications still
pending from the 2003 FM translator filing window to 10 proposals per applicant. Tate and McDowell said this was
too low.
McDowell said the 10 cap was even
lower than what LPFM advocates had
proposed. Tate preferred "a more measured approach, rather than an 80 percent
cut, from 50 to 10."
Doyle said some entities filed for hundreds, and even thousands, of translators.
The cap preserves opportunities for
new LPFMs, said Martin. LPFM advocates care about the cap because they
have sought priority over translators in
regards to frequency allocations.
Other areas on which the commission
seeks comment in its Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking are whether to
retain the co-equal status of LPFMs and
FM translators or give LPFMs priority,
and whether to use contour-based rather
than distance separation methodology. e
Radio World's HD Radio Scoreboard is published
in alternating issues Selected data is from file's MEDIA Access
Pro'', the scoreboard also

The Balsys Companies
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Time to Re-visit
Channel 6
Protection?
WASHINGTON
Engineering
Consultant Jack Mullaney says given
the February 2009 deadline for the
television transition to digital, it's
time for the FCC to drop radio's protections for TV Channel 6and re-purpose that spectrum to the FM band.
In a filing to the FCC for MB
Docket 87-268, "Advanced Television
Systems and Their Impact Upon the
Existing Television Broadcast
Service," Mullaney says adding 82 to
88 MHz to the bottom of the FM band
would ease overcrowding.
Because only eight digital allotments are proposed for Channel 6,
Mullaney believes, based upon this
"extreme underutilization of TV 6.
the commission could also consider
ashared use of the channel but limit
the sharing to just those full-service
digital TV allotments currently
under consideration."
Many of the recently filed NCE
applications for radio allocations
either ignored Channel 6 protection
or curtailed their proposed power
levels to protect those analog channels, he said. The thousands of applications filed in the recent window, as
well as more than 14,000 applications filed in the 2003 FM translator
window, demonstrate pent-up
demand for FM spectrum, he argues.
One allocation for aTV channel
could be used for up to 30 FM radio
stations. Such additions could go a
long way towards easing short-spacing
conditions on the FM band, he states.
"The assumptions that Channels
2-6 are technically equal to the
remaining Channels 7-51 have
proved not to be totally accurate,"
Mullaney wrote in the filing.
"We believe the problems associated with impulse noise and greater difficulty in compensating for signal cancellations are some of the major
reasons why there are only 38 potential
[TV] digital allotments under consideration while there are currently 302 analog full-service analog allotments."

News Roundup
INTERNET usage could outstrip network capacity in North America and
worldwide in a couple of years.
Nemertes Research says Internet access
infrastructure, specifically in North
America, "will cease to be adequate for
supporting demand within the next
three to five years." Users could increasingly encounter Internet "brownouts" or
interruptions to their applications they
use online, the authors predict.
DIGITAL RADIO PRIMER: The
World Broadcasting Unions, acoordinating body for associations that represent broadcasting networks, has developed a " Digital Radio Guide" that
explores digital radio technologies and
options. The text covers DRM, DAB,
ISDB-TSB, HD Radio, digital satellite
radio broadcasting and Internet radio.

radioworld.com
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performed well because they are built
for the most adverse conditions.
"Modern car receivers showed far less
noise than expected," he said.

Europe
Continued from page 22
was on modern receivers, measured
with HD Radio signals compared to
FM signals.
Receivers used in the testing were
categorized first by FM reception characteristics. Receivers ranged from
"micros" and car radios to " vintage
1980s" home stereo FM tuners and HD
Radio receivers.
Driving tests
Measurement of reception interference was against ¡TU standards. Car
radios and HD-R receivers showed the
best performance.
According to Rohrbach, the car radios

Paradigm shifts
Micro hi-fi receivers, perhaps characterized as cheap and old, showed the
weakest performance. The 1980s home
stereo tuner had problems with an HD-R
signal as host and was unable to lock
onto the HD- R signal.
"Results," said Rohrbach, " show a
large variation among receivers tested."
BAKOM is proposing further testing on
up-to-date car receivers.
VSP President Jürg Bachmann,
recently elected chair of the European
HD Radio Alliance and, until recently,
managing director of Radio Energy
Zürich, addressed other realities of HD

professional

I Radio World

Radio implementation in Europe.
According to Bachmann and most
other speakers and conference participants, HD-R will arrive in Europe within months, not decades.
One of the paradigm shifts is the relationship between HD Radio and DAB,
said Bachmann. Local private sector
broadcasters are drawn to HD-R for cost
advantages while public broadcaster
SSR-SRG has invested in the exclusivity
of DAB and DAB+ for its regional channels, he said. SwissCom Broadcast has a
virtual monopoly as analog transmission
system provider.
The HD Radio advantage for
European broadcasters, said Bachmann,
is accessibility. "It is a tested technology, which does not have to be developed
from the beginning, only adapted for
Europe."
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ro accaster's choice for

1P STLs
WorldCast Eclipse
WorldCast E
-elipse

At last! An IP audio codec that offers areliable, DSP-based
platform and automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability.
APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility and choice offering
IP, X.21N.35 and ISDN interfaces and aselection of popular coding
algorithms including Enhanced apt-X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4MC,
G.711 and G.722
All the features you expect from aprofessional broadcast codec are
supplied as standard: analog and AES/EBU I/0s, adjustable silence
detection, alarm ports, contact closures, speed dials, embedded
auxiliary data and many more...
Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is straight-forward
and simple thanks to APT's powerful
and intuitive Codec Management
System (CMS). Offering extensive
real-time management of multiple
codec units, the CMS enables
alarm monitoring, logging and
performance monitoring as well
as configurable user and audio
profiles.

Also Available:

emilimmo0

WorldCast Horizon

Bidirectional stereo audio codec offering
Enhanced apt-X over IP

WorldCast Meridian
Multi-algorithm audio codec with both IP & X.21N.35
interfaces

WorldNet Oslo
Professional, Modular Audio Multiplexing Platform offering up
to 14 stereo channels over T1/ El or IP links with Enhanced
apt-X or linear audio. Built-in redundancy, automatic back-up
and hot-swappable cards ensure round the clock reliability
for multi-channel SM.

To see the full functionality of
CMS, download atrial version
from www.aptx.com.
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APT North America
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Email:
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FMVee: Spirit of (Clear Channel) St. Louis
Dielectric Antenna and Combiner System Enables
Digital Broadcast From 10- Station Facility
by Christian yang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis
ST. LOUIS As chief engineer for Clear
Channel here in St. Louis, alarge part of my
role understandably is dedicated to ensuring
that the equipment we use will broadcast
high-quality radio signals reliably.
Currently, we are broadcasting four of
our radio stations from leased space on a
local tower site. When it came time for
maintenance on the site's multi-station
combiner, the tower owner consulted with
us and many of the other tower users, and
ultimately decided to use this as an opportunity to upgrade the entire system with
support for HD Radio.
Dielectric's FMVee top-mount antenna and multi- station combiner were

selected as the heart of the new transmission system.
With Dielectric equipment already on
site, the FMVee offered asolution that not
only was simpler and less expensive to
implement, it also had the capacity to support the mixture of Class B and Class C stations that use the system. Dielectric's
equipment is robust and runs efficiently and
safely at the high power levels we need to
transmit 10 stations from asingle system.

log FM signals — thereby eliminating the
need for 10 dB high-power combiners,
reject loads and expensive low-level transmitter designs. It allowed us to continue
to use our existing analog transmitter and
simply add alow-power HD transmitter to
the system. We've been broadcasting in

pole, making it much more resistant to
icing than our previous equipment.
Because of the FMVee's circularly
polarized design, we have benefited from
anoticeably improved reception since the
installation of the new antenna. We're
getting calls from listeners, especially
those in fringe areas, who previously
could not get our stations and now are
receiving the broadcasts loud and clear.
One of the features we have most

Mixed signals
Installing the FMVee, which covers the
full 88-108 MHz FM band, had the
added benefit of allowing all users to
implement HD Radio quickly and more
cost effectively than other methods.
The HD signals from each station are
combined in the same system as the ana-

Coverage
Reliability

The 44,000-pound antenna before installation

RadioTM Experience
When Vermont Public
Radio installed HD
RadioTm at some of the
worst weather sites in
North America, they
chose

Shively Labs®
...again!
VVVPR/Mt Ascutney;
VVNCH/Burke Mtn; WVPS/Mt
Mansfield - Bringing the first

Mt. Mansfield
Vermont
October 2006

HD Radians' signals to the
Green Mountain State!
P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd.
Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 ( 888) SHIVELY
FAX ( 207) 647-8273
saleseshively.com
www.shively.com
-An Employee- Owned Company 150-9001:2000 Certified

The combiner after reconfiguration for 10 Class C FM signals.
HD since October 2006 and are enjoying
appreciaied is the inclusion of an RF
the opportunity to develop new channels
switching system prior to the antenna.
of content and new data streams.
Because the antenna is constructed in two
The FMVee's radiator design allows us
halves, we are able to use the switching
to broadcast in analog and digital from a system to operate our stations on either
common antenna because it prevents
the entire antenna or just aportion of it at
cross-coupling within the radiator, as
the touch of abutton. This unique feature
well as mutual coupling between bays.
will allow us to keep our stations on-air
The elimination of the coupling allows
at half-power should we need to correct
for more than 30 dB of isolation between
an error or repair damage on another porthe analog and digital antenna inputs,
tion of the antenna.
without the added expense of an external
With the FMVee and Dielectric multiisolator or circulator.
station combiner, we seem to have found
One of the problems we experienced
the best of many worlds. Not only are we
with the previous antenna was susceptireaching more listeners, more reliably than
bility to Missouri's occasionally harsh
ever before, we've also cost effectively
winter weather. We were pleased to see
tapped into the new market of HD Radio.
this problem virtually disappear with the
For more information, including pricnew antenna installation. The FMVee's
ing, contact Dielectric at (207) 655-8152
feed system resides entirely within the
or visit www.dielectric.com.
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- Performs typical delay and dump functions
-Adjust the dump amount from 1 second up to 40
second delay length in half- second increments
- Digital I/O
- SNEEZE function, momentarily " edits" audio entering
the delay, allowing the host to sneeze, cough or
make a short comment without being heard on air

Mid- South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid- West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South- Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
North Central: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Leffler
Pro Auiio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein
Latin America: 1-760-650-1427 Lily Massari
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- Patented catch-up and catch- down syste
and RAMP- TO- ZERO)
- Fast entry and exit feature allows starting a broadcast
with the delay already buil: up to a safe amount and
allows ending with a rapid reduction of the delay
(WAIT- FOR- SAFE and WAIT- AND- EXIT)

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices
to discuss your needs

1-800-438-6040
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Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy

HQ in Pineville, NC

www.SCMSinc.com
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TFC2K: 'Beefy,' Broadband
And Unbothered
Bext Stainless- Steel Antenna Offers Durability
And Ease of Broadband Design
by Wayne Johnson
Owner/GM
Media Logic
STERLING, Colo. Our company,
Media Logic, operates four radio stations
in northeastern Colorado.
When it came time to build our new 50
kW FM station in Sterling, we had no
hesitation and went with Bext equipment.

KSRX(FM) is now happily on the air
as 97.5 BOB FM. In addition to the FM
transmitter, Bext provided us with the
necessary FM high-power antenna and
three sets of STLs. Bext also worked
with us beforehand with the configuration and gave us useful information to
make certain choices, such as the right
transmitter/antenna gain combination to
reach our 50 kW ERP, and the most cost-

Wayne Johnson tweaks the Bext STL at KSRX.

What's

doing with
radio automation?
Google has been redeveloping SS32 and Maestro
from the ground up. Our new system can be
summed up in just three words...

Progressive. Flexible. Sound.
We're breaking new ground with
automation technology.
Don't get left behind.

800-726-8877
Visit www.google.com/radioautomation to find out more.
Copyright 2007. All rights reserved. Google and Google logos are registered trademarks of Google Inc.

effective way to resolve our multiple-hop
STL set up.
The antenna we selected is the Bext 8bay model TFC2K. This is abroadband,
beefy, stainless-steel circularly polarized
model.
We liked the fact that it is broadband
because we felt that something broadband is not likely to go out of tune.
Tuned antennas may go slightly out of
tune over time, or tend to be more affected by metal items around them. Also, the
effect of ice on a broadband antenna is
less severe than on a tuned antenna, an
important consideration for atransmitter
site like ours.
Last but not least, abroadband antenna
would allow us, should we ever wish to
do so, to combine two or more stations
into the same antenna, using FM combiners, for which Bext is known.
Also, the stainless steel material used
sounded to us as probably the most
durable metal for something exposed to
the harsh elements at that site. The installation was straightforward, and we liked
the rugged brackets that carne with each
antenna bay.
Once in place and after power was
applied, the performance of the antenna
was good. No reflected power, which
was impressive for abroadband antenna,
and very good and consistent signal coverage overall.
To bring our content to the site, we
needed one set of STLs, and two more
sets of STLs to go from our studio to this
same site and, through a second hop,
reach another site for another one of our
stations that is not in line of sight with
our studio. We accomplished all of this
with three Bext LD STLs.
Two STL transmitters were installed
at the studio; two STL receivers at the
main site; one more STL transmitter at
the main site pointing to the second site;
and finally, an STL receiver at the second site.
The STL installation also was simple
and straightforward. The Bext STLs are
programmable on the front panel, so all
we had to do was dial in our frequency.
The STLs immediately locked onto the
programmed frequency and quietly started doing their job. None of them seemed
to be bothered in any way by the presence of other STLs at the same locations.
The audio quality is excellent for all of
them, certainly afactor especially for a
multiple-hop STL like ours, where there
was no audio degradation despite going
through more than one hop.
For more information, including pricing, contact Bext at (800) 500-5769 or
visit www.bext.com.
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Entercom Picks Moseley for HD Rollout
STLs Carry Ethernet, Audio to Transmitter Site
For '
Confusing,' Six-Direction Network
gramming for another station co-located
at site. This second Starlink replaced an
existing 950 MHz STL link. Ireused the
antennas and placed a Lanlink on them
to carry my data to the site for the two
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. When it was
stations.
time to plan my HD Radio projects in
Lanlink was agreat choice for my data
Wilkes-Barre, there were many things I
to the transmitter sites in my HD Radio
had to consider. My choice of Moseley
rollout. It is a spread-spectrum system
broadcast equipment wasn't a difficult
that works in the 900 MHz unlicensed
decision, but planning the exact equipband so it interfaces easily with existing
ment Iwas going to use was adifferent
950 MHz STL systems without adding
story. Ihave several situations that affect
any antennas or requiring any tower
my STL paths, and each one had to be
evaluated to determine the best scenario.
My STL network is truly aconfusing
mess. I've once described it as the spokes
from a bicycle wheel. Ihave an STL
pointing in every direction possible from
our studio building — six directions, to
be exact. The thing that makes it more
complicated is that Inot only have 950
MHz systems, Ialso have awireless Ti
system as well.
As Iplanned my HD Radio rollout, I
also needed to carry an Ethernet connection to the transmitter site. Ifound the
Lanlink the perfect fit for this application. Working with Bill Gould and Dave
Chancey at Moseley made everything
easy.
by Lamar Smith
Director of Engineering
Entercom Wilkes-Barre/Scranton

work. Iplanned and installed my HD
Radio network to include Internet, PAD
Data and equipment control capabilities
for all my sites.
Remember how Isaid my STL systems look like the spokes of a wheel? I
have three Lanlinks, all working on the
same tower, pointing in three different
directions without interference. Each system is addressed with a different name
association and the spread-spectrum system does all the work to keep them from
interfering with each other.
For more information, including pricing, contact Moseley at (805) 968-9621
or visit www.moseleysb.com..

Lamar Smith

On-Air Consoles

The best value in the broadcasting
market today
2 Telephone Hybrids Built-in
Power Amplifier Built-in
2 Stereo Buses PGM + Audition
CUE Stereo Speakers
2 Stereo VU meters
Built-in Talk- back
Flexible design for Tabletop or Countersink

Ihave an STL
pointing in every
direction possible
from our studio
building.

My plan for my HD Radio rollout
forced me to STL my entire primary programming audio as well as my HD2
audio to the transmitter site. The Starlink
9003Q was the right choice for the 950
MHz operations. Iselected the Starlink
9003T1 for my wireless Ti system.
The Starlink 9003Q can be set up to
carry four analog channels or two
AES/EBU stereo channels with ease. One
feature Ifound helpful is that Icould put
right and left analog audio on the transmitter and pull it off the receiver as
AES/EBU stereo on the other side. This
was nice considering Istill have a few
analog studios and the need for an A-toD converter was not necessary.
The Starlink 9003T1 was the obvious
choice for my wireless Tl system. Ihave
aStratex 4/T1 link in place to one of my
transmitter sites. I've had this link is
service for four years prior to my HD
Radio rollout. Ihad aStarlink 9003T1 on
the link carrying primary audio to the
transmitter site, but Ineeded to add asecond path of audio for my HD2.
Gould said " no problem." He was
right.
What we did was add an encoder card
to the studio side and adecoder card to
the transmitter site side. We used one of
the extra T1son my Stratex link to create
the unidirectional link for my HD2 audio.
My other two Tls were used by asecond Starlink 9003T1 that carried pro-

BC 500
Cost effective console with built-in digital
telephone hybrid

BC 2500
With 4 Stereo buses

ARENA
Ultimate digital audio console

For more information visit our website www.aeqbroadcastcom
US DOM
pt,•„,,, • -64-581-7999

Sales
Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 WS only) Fax: + 1954-581

e-mail: sales,.aeqbroadcast com website: www.aegbroadcast.com

hone: ,- 34 91 686 13 00 Fax: * 34 91 6•95 44 92
mail. aeqsales..,
,ames website wwwaeq.eu
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Kintronic Load Braves Elements for HAARP
Company Develops 50 Ohm Load Design
With Sealed Architecture to Withstand Extreme
Weather in Alaska
by Steve Floyd
Chief RF Engineer
HAARP Research Station
GAKONA, Alaska The HAARP
Research Station was completed in June
of 2007 and is a U.S. government-funded, world- class ionospheric research
facility used to further advance our
knowledge of the physical and electrical
properties of the earth's ionosphere.
This HF transmitting system consists
of 180 HF transmitters, each with an RF
output of 20 kW, operating in authorized
bands from 2.8 to 10 MHz, providing a
combined total input RF power to the 180
element antenna array of 3600 kW, and
generating an electronically steerable
antenna beam with an ERP approaching
96 dBW (4gigawatts)!
The antenna array consists of 180 individual towers with each tower supporting
two sets of crossed dipoles, one dipole
pair for low-band ( 2.8 to 8.1 MHz) operation, and the other dipole pair spaced lower on the tower for high -band ( 7 to 10
MHz) operation.
There are atotal of 360 low-band dipoles
and 360 high-band dipoles. The antenna
system is a 12 x 15 close- spaced planer
array, with the close tower and dipole spacing driven by antenna pattern performance
in the high band up to 10 MHz.
An undesired effect in this closely
spaced antenna array is the mutual coupling
of RF energy to each individual dipole
antenna from neighboring dipoles that will
create an even mode RF current on the
dipole antenna.
This even mode RF current has the same
polarity on each dipole side, thus it cannot
radiate, and must be controlled to eliminate
potentially catastrophic RF voltage or current peaks from occurring in the antenna
matching units, and also to eliminate RF
current on the antenna support tower.
The fixed tuned antenna matching
units, designed at BAE Systems- AT
Division in Washington, provides a reject
output port for this even mode energy at
each dipole feed point. What we needed
was a50 ohm load that could handle up to
3 kW of RF energy, with a low VSWR,
and be maintenance- free for a 30- year
lifetime in the outside Alaska environment, where temperatures routinely range
from —65 Fahrenheit to +90 Fahrenheit
every year.
With high wind, rain and lots of snow and
ice, this is aterrible environment for any
antenna system component to withstand.
Practice makes perfect
After contacting many vendors in the
broadcast antenna component area, only
two companies responded with proposals.
Kintronic Labs, under the direction of
Tom King, provided the most technically
credible response.
The company was challenged to provide the 50 ohm load design with acompletely sealed architecture to withstand
the extreme weather environment. Tom
and his principal engineer, Larry Arnold,
arrived at our Washington office with a
technically sound proposal for a sealed
load design. After review by our technical staff we sent them back to the draw-

ing board to both reduce cost and pursue
a field- serviceable design using a surface-mount resistor technology.
Graciously, Tom and Larry accepted
our direction and went off to try this new
design approach. Several months later,
they returned to our Washington office
with not only asurface-mount component
design and supporting thermal analysis,
but with a first prototype providing real
measured RF and thermal test data.
We were thrilled. However, after many
internal debates our technical staff decided that this new design would not be sufficiently low in cost and rugged enough
for our liking.
We sent Kintronic back to the drawing
board again. The direction this time was
to use the snap-in clip-mounted ceramic
core power resistors found in many
indoor load applications. The snap-in clip
mounting would provide for the anticipated thermal expansion of the ceramic
tubular resistors and prevent resistor
component cracking from the expected
thermal shock during winter operation.
Again, Tom and Larry started over and
produced a new load design using the
snap- in low inductance ceramic core
power resistors.
We approved the design and instructèd
Kintronic to complete the final production design. After completing the new
load design and constructing a pre-production model, thoroughly tested by
Larry Arnold, we were done.
Not so fast
However, the HAARP program manager suddenly realized the contract
required RF antenna connections in the
HAARP antenna system be welded, soldered or bolted, and contain no dissimilar
metal electrical connection junctions. No
clip-in components were allowed.
Kintronic was again sent back to the
drawing board. Most vendors would have
simply said "no thanks" to a potential
customer at this point, especially as funding had yet to be provided to Kintronic to
support its pursuit of this business opportunity, and there was no guarantee
Kintronic would win our business.
Starting over
King, Arnold and the Kintronic design
team did not give up. They simply started
over and with clever innovation used a
high- quality, low- inductance, wirewound, ceramic core, screw- mounted,
resistor product, configured in quantity to
provide avery low VSWR with no additional tuning components.
Arnold, unfazed by our technical
team's indecision, obtained custom value
resistor samples, rented a temperature
chamber and high- power excitation
equipment, then proceeded to thoroughly
test the new design, specifically the thermal shock survivability.
Given that the resistors were now bolted into place without the clip mount to
provide for thermal expansion, the concern was that thermal expansion would
cause cracking and failure of the resistor
components, especially when applying
maximum rated RF power after the outdoor mounted loads have been sitting at

subzero temperatures to —65 F.
Larry ran many temperature shock
tests and demonstrated the robustness of
the company's design. Kintronic Labs
had actually achieved an affordable,
rugged, convection-cooled load design
that would satisfy all specifications.

tions. We tested their final compact 2.5
kW design at more than four times the
rated power ( 10 kW), applying tremendous thermal shock, and no problems
were observed. We were finally ready for
production.
But testing in the HAARP antenna
array provided new measured data that
showed the required even mode load rating for the high-band dipoles was actually
only 1kW, not the 2.5 kW required for

Larry Arnold and Steve Floyd stand with the Kintronic loads
under the HAARP antenna array.
Thankfully, limited funding was now
provided to Kintronic Labs and two production prototypes were built to be
installed in Alaska at the HAARP facility for real- life testing through a winter
period.
Success? Not yet.
After tower installation, the even mode
loads were deemed "too large" and, you
guessed it, back to the drawing board for
Kintronic Labs.
Fortunately Larry Arnold kept tempers
in check at the Kintronic factory and the
load design was greatly reduced in size.
New prototypes using the rugged wirewound ceramic core resistors were constructed and tested, and yet another set
were then sent to Alaska for test and
evaluation, all in several months time.
Tom King, Larry Arnold and the staff
at Kintronic Labs came up with a winning design that exceeded our expectaTECH

the low- band dipoles. We asked Tom
King and Larry Arnold to develop a 1kW
load version, much smaller and cheaper
of course, for the high-band application.
After providing new production prototypes with test data, the smaller highband load design was tested and
approved. Ultimately, an order for 720
loads, plus 20 spares, was placed with
Kintronic Labs. Production went smoothly and stayed on schedule; Larry Arnold
was sent to the HAARP facility in Alaska
to oversee the installation and to train our
staff on the repair and test procedures for
these serviceable and rugged loads.
With 720 even mode loads installed
since the summer of 2005, we have not
had any Kintronic loads fail in the
HAARP system to date.
For more information, contact
Kintronic Labs at (423) 878-3141 or visit
www.kintronic.com.
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TeleLink III Is Ethernet STL
The TeleLink III Internet STL from Energy-Onix
based digital audio system designed to be used
with a conventional broadband
Ethernet connection to achieve
ahigh-fidelity stereo-audio link
between the studio and transmitter sites of aradio station.
The basic system consists of
two terminals, each of which
contains an encoder and decoder.
The combination of using 44.1 kHz

is aLinux-

sampling rates together with the codec MP3 or Ogg Vorbis audio formats yields a
frequency response of 20 Hz to 17.5 kHz, asignal-to-noise ratio better than 95 dB
and adistortion of less than 0.005 percent, according to the company.
Both encoder audio inputs, as well as decoder outputs, are balanced, 600 ohm
XLR terminations.
Highlights include variable bit compression of 16 to 128 kbps; program delay
of 1-1/2 seconds; and an LCD display of static IP and operating bandwidth.
The TeleLink III costs $2,495 for one-way; $2,995 for duplex.
For more information, contact Energy-Onix at (518) 758-1690 or visit www.
energy-onix.com.
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Introducing our next
generation of IP Audio Codecs
featuring
•Includes LAN, ISDN U Si. SrT,
and X.21 interfaces standard
•Auto backup to ISDN from

IP DUAL AUDIO CODEE

IP or X.21
•Built-in Web server for
control and monitor from
remote locations
•Includes SIP protocol over IP,
MPEG2, MPEG3, MP2/4 AAC,
apt-X, 6.722, 6.711 & PCM
•Portable and Decoder Only
versions also available

•Up to 14 full-featured IP
codecs housed in one unit
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•Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included
•Monitor large systems with
S'VMP management

Visit our website to view the MUSICAM USA Product Portfolio and contact MUSICAM USA, The IP
technology leader, for more information about how easily our products can help you master the
"audio over IP" direction for your station(s). We are already shipping products to major groups
and small stations alike. Check our references and let's go!

CCS

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
phone: 732-739-5600 - fax: 732-739-1818
email: sales(ii musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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Harris Provides 320-Mile STL for KLDE
Intraplex NetXpress Audio-Over-IP Platform

audio for broadcast customers and twoway radio systems.
We also use Intraplex SynchroCast
systems to synchronize "simulcast" twoway radio systems. Our largest simulcast
system has four remote transmitter sites
and 10 remote receive sites.

setting up the pipeline between the two
sites.
Verizon FiOS service was installed at
the secondary studio, delivering Ethernet
over afiber connection at 15 Mbps downstream and 2 Mbps upstream. Verizon
Business Class DSL provided 3 Mbps
downstream and 768 kbps upstream at
the transmission facility.
The NetXpress SIL link features
Harris compressed audio modules delivering a 15 kHz stereo pair to KLDE's

Our history with Intraplex led us back
to Harris for aradio broadcast SIL solution for KLDE. After deciding against
TI, we opted to install aHarris Intraplex
NetXpress audio-over-IP platform to link
the two locations.
The first step to establishing the
NetXpress audio-over-IP connection was

transmitter. A TSL connection is used for
confidence monitoring and returning an
off-air feed of the program audio back to
the studio. Currently this is a 7.5 kHz
service, owing to limitations on upload
speed with the DSL connection. In addition to these basic services, program data
travels through the NetXpress connection

Bridges Distance Between Secondary Studio,
Transmitter
by Danny Ray Boyer
President
Central Communications
and Electronics Inc.
ELDORADO, Texas Central Communications and Electronics Inc. recently
provided engineering and construction
services for KLDE(FM).
One of the first challenges we faced
when KLDE's Class A license was
granted was how to bridge the 320-mile
span between the station's remote secondary studio and its transmitter site.
TI service was a possibility, but the
overall re- occurring expense was prohibitive. Further investigation suggested
that audio over IP would be more costeffective.
Central
Communications
and
Electronics has been selling and servicing two-way radio and microwave equipment, as well as aviation communications
equipment, in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area
for more than 35 years. We have been a
long-time user of Harris Intraplex products for these applications and have several Harris legacy Il links in service,
with applications including TSL and SIL

TECH

for RBDS receiver display.
We also employed VF-25 voice modules to send four channels of voice grade
(300-3,400 kHz) audio to and from the
transmitter. At KLDE, these are used to
send LP1, LP2 and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration audio from
the transmitter site to the EAS decoder at
the secondary studio.
KLDE uses Intraplex RS-232 modules
as a backup to control its Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition system,
which is used for remote control of
KLDE's 3 kW main and 1kW auxiliary
FM transmitters. SCADA runs on arackmount Modicon Process Logic Controller
(PLC) with plug-in modules for different
telemetry and control functions. The best
way to think of SCADA is abroadcast
remote control system on steroids.
In addition to the transmitters, the RS232 connectivity provides backup remote
control of the station's Belar Wizard
modulation monitor and Omnia on- air
audio processors.
Another great feature of NetXpress is
the centralized monitoring and control
capability that comes with the package.
Sitting at my desktop, Ican look at all the
modules plugged into KLDE's studio and
transmitter frames, and control and monitor them as needed. The system can be
controlled from aWeb browser or SNMP
network manager.
For more information, including pricing, contact Harris Broadcast Communications at ( 513) 459-3400 or visit
www.broadcast.harris.com. •

UPDATES

Superior Electric Adds to

WorldNet Oslo Delivers

Din Mount TVSS Series

14 Channels of Audio Over IP

Superior Electric debuted DIN2R and
DIN3, part of its Din Mount Transient Voltage
Surge Suppressor series.
The DIN2R and DIN3 series offer low-profile DIN rail-mountable, single-pole protectors
that provide line- to- neutral, line- to- ground,
line-to-line and neutral-to-ground protection.
The L- N, L-G and L- L models use MOV
technology, while the N-G models use gas tube
technology. All models incorporate an internal
thermal disconnect system with time-delayed
Class J, 30A- I
25A over current fuses.
The DIN2R models are parallel connected
devices that provide 40 kA surge current capacity. They feature a replaceable plug-in surge
protection module and fixed base to ease instal- DINR2 features a replaceable
lation and maintenance.
plug-in surge protection
The DIN3 models can be connected in paralmodule and fixed base
lel or " in- line" with the load. Connected "into ease installation and
line," they provide 50A maximum continuous
maintenance.
operating current protection. Models are available with surge current capacities of 70 kA, 100 kA or 165 kA.
For more information contact Superior Electric at (860) 507-2025 or visit
www.superiorelectric.com.

The WorldNet Oslo from
APT is a modular platform
offering various plug-in
cards for transport, audio
and aux data.
The WorldNet Oslo sits at
the main studio and delivers
from a single stereo pair to
14 fully duplex channels of
audio over IP lines. A Il
transport system also is available. In situations when the broadcaster needs to deliver several channels to atransmitter or another studio, asecond WorldNet Oslo can be located at
this site.
The WorldNet Oslo offers linear and Enhanced apt-X coding options. Linear is suitable
for applications where there are no restrictions on bandwidth; Enhanced apt-X delivers
the same audio quality with under 2ms delay at afraction of the data rate. Other options
include MPEG L2, J.57 and J.41 companding.
Features include four channels of audio per plug-in module, up to seven audio modules
per unit and achoice of more than 20 audio modules. Each WorldNet Oslo has the capacity of up to 28 mono channels/14 stereo pairs. DSP-based architecture, hot-swappable
modules, passive backplane and failsafe options including redundant PSUs and automatic
back-up switching round out additional highlights.
For more information, contact APT at (800) 955-AP7'X (2789) or visit www.aptx.com.

Fanfare TRO Replaces Demod, Remod at Translator
Fanfare says its FP-TRO receiver/translator
for HD Radio and analog eliminates the necessity for demodulation and remodulation at a
translator.
Instead, the "TRO" converts the modulated
carrier internally from one frequency in the FM
broadcast band to any other frequency within
the band.
TRO is capable of translating cleanly, to the next adjacent, without any visible
(scope) or aural interference, according to the company. To complete the installation,
alinearized PA system is required.
As such, aIRO-equipped translator does not demodulate the signal and therefore

does not impinge on any intellectual property
for which licensing may be required, the company says.
FP-TRO
Fanfare also offers high-gain directional FM
àreittiV IMVIWOR PM.«
antennas for concentration on stations in aspe11,IieeDt ACM
cific direction, and minimizing reception from
stations in other directions; vertical omnidirectional antennas for reception of FM stations in
all directions; amobile version of the FM-2G-type antenna; and antenna accessories
to optimize installation such as lead-in cable, connectors, rotators and switches.
For more information, including pricing, contact Fanfare at (866) 26- TUNER
(268-8637) or visit www.fanfarefm.com.
,
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See why more broadcasters
are choosing Nautel.
Nautel's integrated digital solutions make your move to HD Radio easy and economical.
Call Nautel to learn more about the exciting solutions highlighted below and see how Nautel is
Making Digital Radio Work.

XR Family of AM Transmitters for Digital and Analog with power outputs from lkW - 50kW.

Radio Pure Digital. Clear Radio.

V1, Nautel's new lkW FM Transmitter:
Complete FM HD Radio transmitter site solution in just 6RU.

V Series FM Transmitters:

•

•

•

a

Now twice as many Vseries
transmitters to satisfy your
Digital or Analog FM needs.

Nautel Reliable HD
Transport Suite:
Learn about Nautel's award

PIC

HIT

winning studio to transmitter
IP communications solution.
Supported on Harris, BE and
Nautel transmitters.

Win aCambrine Soundworks HD Radio Receiver
Enter at www.nomoresecrets.com

Making Digital Radio Work.
Phone ( 207) 947.8200 IFax ( 207) 947.3693 Iinfo@noutel tom Iwww Hotel com
HD Radio is otrademark of iBiguity Digital Corp.All rights reserved

March 8-1 1
wwvv.nrbconvention.org
Gaylord Opryland Resort
84 Convention Center
Nashville, TN

CONVENTION & EXPOSITION
The Premier Event in Christian Communications

Bigger is Better!
6,000+ attendees Nithin 145K sq. ft. of meeti Ig space for networking
-

33-MILÉt

oppcJi -turiities and discovering what God is dong around
the globe.

325+

exhibiting companies ¡ rid 135K-sq. ft. containing
, &. media respurdr- --

150

+

70
15 +

I
I

speakers and presenters rom all areas c
Twstrv. media and the .vor.c_lof busineF---

MICHAEL W. S iITH

information- packed seminars
PHIL VISCHER

functions & receptions

9 general sessions
3 keynotes
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media

industry

/ person contact is invaluable.

3days

/In just afew days, lam able to meet

3
Only

1

The person-to-

with many of the major ¡Male leaders
days

place

DENNIS RAINEY

from throughout the U.S. withcet having
to travel to their home offices.

1

— Dick Jenkins, CEO

date

EMF Broadcasting

ARKENING S4 SYKES

Think Big! Think Better!
Join us this March!

Hook forward to NR3
each year as it is afantastic
opportunity to rub shoulders wito people
who are also ir volved in the moistly of
media its aworthwhile investment of my time
and energy to be educated by and t3 fellowship
with tire people who are leading the way in this
arena of mirpistry
— Mark Zschech, Hi//song Church

`kJ'

What makes going to NRB so worthwhile is
interactiag with other decision makes. My peers are there
.‘

and I
am always amazed how much Ian mmediately get done to
advance this radio ministry by attending NRS.
— Tim McDermott. President/General Manager, KSBJ
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Crown Supplies 'All-Weather' Tx for Spirit
by Jeff Orr
Owner, Engineer
Communicorr Broadcast
Engineering
COLUMBUS, Ohio When Spirit
Communications Inc./WUFM began
looking to build out its translator construction permits granted in the 2003
translator window, one of the most critical components needed were the transmitters.
As its consulting/contracting engineer,
Iwas tasked with designing these sites
for aquick and cost-efficient buildout.
While cost is a critical component,
reliability is equally vital. The translators

Crown Broadcast/IREC is a name
with which Iwas familiar. Ihave experience with the company and have always
been pleased with the performance, value
and quality of its equipment.
As part of the translator projects, Ihave
had an opportunity to make use of its line
of low-power exciters/PAs. We have used
Crown FM30, FM100 and FM250 (now
FM30, FM150 and FM300) in various
sites, depending on the necessary TPO.
While these items are some of the more
expensive options on the market, their use
is standard for my consulting firm. When
astation's image is based simply on what
people hear, what good is that station if it
is silent due to a broken part that only

saved afew dollars originally?
The FM line of transmitters from
Crown serves as aone-box solution for
translators. They can be fitted with an
internal high-quality receiver card, frequency shift keying for automatic identification, stereo generator and internal
Omnia audio processing.
In addition, they can be operated from
AC or DC power, areal benefit in some
remote sites.
The performance of the GoRX3
receiver card was proven to us recently.
On one of our mountaintop sites, we had
afirst-channel adjacent neighbor move to
the same site about 50 yards away. We
already had adirectional antenna receiv-

ing the signal 45+ miles away; we
thought we'd be lost in noise for sure.
However, even with the new first-channel adjacent to our receive frequency, the
Crown unit continued to receive highquality audio with minor " muddiness."
We are still proceeding with a slightly
more directional antenna, but we have
decided to delay ordering afilter. With the
GoRX3 card in the transmitter, we believe
we will still produce high-quality audio.
Crown units have an ALC circuit protecting against increases in VSWR, temperature and power variances. Additionally, SWR and power control are
available for remote control, and the frequency can be set from the front panel.
For more information, contact Crown
Broadcast/IREC at (866) 262-8972 or
visit www.crownbroadcast.com.

Able to leap tall buildings?
No distance or line- ofsight restriction makes
Starlink SL9003T1 the
ideal choice for STIITSL
and intercity links.
are as close as 30 miles to as far as 2,000
miles away. They are housed in air-conditioned transmitter buildings on mountaintops as well as outdoor enclosures in
corn fields. Spirit needed a transmitter
that would be reliable in all weather.
While one particular transmitter vendor stood out in my mind, Spirit requested Ivisit others during the NAB show in
Las Vegas. Going booth to booth and seeing many quality transmitters, Iwas confident in giving my advice regarding a
manufacturer.
TECH
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Starlink Ti 's
bidirectional high capacity
significantly reduces
communications costs
compared to discrete audio,
telephone and data circuits.
And Starlink's
uncompressed digital
audio will stand out
above your competition.

UPDATE

Shively: Systems
Based on 'Real'
Antennas
When Yagi antenna systems are to
be used for full facility directional
operation, the FCC requires aformal
pattern range test and acertification
of the patterns test.
Shively says its engineers build
systems " based on real antennas,
measured on real towers," which comply with the FCC rules for directional
antenna systems.
Shively Labs says every coverage
pattern it replicates is developed on
one of its two test ranges, and it never
relies upon computer modeling. This
allows the company to incorporate
the details of the tower, transmission
lines and other adjacent antennas
accurately into the final design.
For more information, contact
Shively Labs at 888-SillVELY ( 7448359) or visit www.shively.com.

STL over any distance or terrain...
...Moseley Starlink Ti
• HD Radio' and Multicasting
• Transmitter remote control
• RBDS data
• Telephone extension
• IP-based equipment control
• Internet and e-mail connection
Call the digital SIL experts today.
Dave Chancey
Bill Gould

805.968.9621
978.373.6303

www.moseleysb.com

Moseley
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ERI Selected for Charlotte's ` LaTremenda'
by Lowell Homburger
Partner
Abernat, Roxben & Boggs

our crew needed, and within
five months we had located an
"A" licensed to Pageland,
S.C., 60 miles from the center
CHARLOTTE, N.C. When Norberto
of Charlotte, whose signal at
‘iitchez, CEO of one of the nation's
that time was so bad it couldnewest Latino radio groups, Norsan
n't be heard much more than
Group, came to us and told us he needed
10 miles from the city of
an FM station to cover Charlotte, N.C,
license. It wasn't even a "blip"
one of America's hottest radio markets,
on the Charlotte radio radar.
we knew it wouldn't be easy.
We called in one of our
Charlotte's FM dial is loaded with outco- venture partners,. Bob
of- market stations that have had their
Burnham, and asked his
towers moved as close as possible, with
opinion. He said it would be
some cities of license as far away as 70
abig stretch, especially if we
Stu Albert of Albert Engineering Services
miles. With Class Cs, it's not that hard to
wanted to keep the applicaattaches the rigid transmission line to the
do. But the best frequencies have all been
tion at the FCC simple. The
coax switches at the new Norsan tower site.
used; Sanchez's request was more specufreeze was still on ( 2005) for
lation than hope.
changing city of license, and besides that,
licensed to Pageland. The status could
Knowing we had adynamic entrepreeven if we could, in this instance it would
not be changed.
neur who needed to have an FM for his
not have worked. The frequency was the
company's survival was all the incentive
only public AM, FM or TV station
Best laid plans
Bob laid out the game plan: Seek good
PE advice; be certain we could even put a
tower where the PE suggested; and then
get involved in ahands-on way to meet the
new Historical Preservation and Wildlife
regulations regarding new towers.
We chose to use Seattle's Hatfield &
Dawson, where we found Erik Swanson,
acapable engineer who took the time to
research and get us what we needed.
Once we found the footprint where the
new tower could go yet still maintain city
...like promotions that. are easy to sell, a pleasure to air, and make
grade over Pageland, our crew found a
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
decent site with good elevation that "fit"
amoment to visit GRACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our :30as far as the FAA was concerned.
and : 60-second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, moneymaking
The application was filed and the long
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.
wait for the CP began. During this time,
Neat Ideas
we learned that Norsan's prime Charlotte
GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Quetalons? Call ub toll free ( 810) 47-2388.
competition was about to launch a new
Sound Ideas for Building Business"'
www.gracebroadeast.com
FM, and the pressure was on to get our
new tower up, new equipment in and testing over as quickly as possible.
It became clear that our client was serious about expediency, but we also were
serious about not compromising quality,
so Ibrought in Tim Neese of Multitech
Consulting in Swannanoa, N.C., to handle
or God o loved the world
design and equipment needs. We later

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
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that whoever believes in Hin
should not perish,
hut have everlasting life.
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's readers. Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154 or email cvanveen@imaspub.com.
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used Stu Albert of Albert Engineering
Services in Charlotte to help put the finishing touches on the actual hookup.
Iwas lucky to have the resources of
three experienced, knowledgeable and
talented engineers working together to
get the station up and running without
any deviation from our goal to provide
Norsan with a state-of-the-art, majormarket facility.
We set about to get equipment lists ready
and, once the CP was issued in the spring
of 2007, within aweek we were working
on the project and clearing land, putting in
roads and getting the site prepped.
It is our policy to always set forth a
three- vendor bid, and we did for everything, except the antenna. Having been in
this business for 40 years, Ifeel there is
no better antenna than ERI. Everybody I
have known with an FM station that
exceeded their stated coverage uses ERI
antennas. It's unscientific, Irealize, but
you can't beat real-world experience.
With this new FM tower site and the
sheer importance of having coverage to a
population area that lies between 18 and
40 miles from the 500 foot tower, Iknew I
couldn't take achance, so insisted on ERI.
A call put me in touch with David
White, who made some good suggestions
and followed the progress of our order
for a four-bay LPX 4E-HW (
four bays,
half-wave- spaced, specified by Erik at
Hatfield and Dawson to give better distance coverage).
Burnham traveled to the ERI test range
in Chandler, Ind., to meet with ERI techs
and find a good optimization pattern,
which was accomplished with a48 inch
tower facing.
The antenna was delivered on time, and
we didn't disappoint our client, who now is
operating Charlotte's newest Latino Radio
station, WGSP(FM) 102.3, "LaTremenda,"
still licensed to Pageland, S.C.
The signal exceeded every expectation
of normal coverage we had; not only is the
center of Charlotte coverage superb, but
calls come in from 75 to 85 miles away.
For more information, including pricing, contact Electronics Research Inc. at
(877) ERI-LINE ( 374-5463) or visit
www.erfinc.com..

UPDATE

Suprima Suitable as
Primary Link, ISDN Backup
Musicam USA's Suprima is
suitable for STLs
because of its
standard available interfaces. It
can be used as a
primary link via IP,
ISDN or dedicated data
lines ( X.21). By utilizing
the included GPIO interface, the Suprima also can
be used as an automatic STL backup of the primary link. For an "all- in-one" solution, the company suggests Suprima be used as a primary link over IP or X.21,
with an automatic backup to ISDN.
The unit's Web server eases controlling and monitoring of the Suprima. Log in
from any Internet Explorer browser, and control and monitor Suprima's functions
from anywhere. It supports SNMP protocol, so it can be integrated into existing
systems easily. There also is an option to send e-mail upon failure.
Suprima contains algorithms such as the latest MPEG 2 Advanced Audio
Coding, aacPlus and uncompressed linear audio and near-zero delay. AES/EBU
input and output also is standard.
For more itermation, contact Musicam USA in New Jersey at ( 732) 739-5600
or visit www.musicamusa.com.

DSPXtreme
AUDIO

PROCESSOR

Extreme

PROCESSING

The DSPXtreme is the newest addition to BW Broadcast's
DSPX range of audio processors and we've included a
few new features you wouldn't normally expect in an
audio processor.

The first thing you will notice is the NU form factor which now
includes two colour screens - one of which is touch sensi .ive.
''As wel as looking great, the touch screen removes the need
for jogyvheeks, joysticks aid buttons allowing you to navigate,
setup and control the DSPXtreme with atouch of your finger.

Behind the stylish from. panel you'll find

outpu: paths allowing -ID and

we've included more of the features that

vices

be processed simultaneously

port for LAN or WAN access, an RS232

have made the DSPX range of processors

without compromise. Simulcasting of

serial port and an 802.1' (WIFI) Wireless

among the best in the world. If you don't

FM and HD service is not aproblem us-

interface. If you don't require afull user

need all the features., no problem, the

ing the diversity delay feature.

interface a remote trigger port is avail rdilL

DSPXtreme is available in four different

able that allows preset selection through
With 6- Bands of audio limiting, disto -- contact closures.
tion controlledl clipping and look-ahead

versions with tailored hardware aind programming features: FM, AM,CD, HD

1M

see-

ity options. These include an Ethernet

limiting you will have everything you

You want more? No problem. The DSPX-

Fcr quality FM stereo Ibroadcastng, the

need at your fingertips tc create your

treme has a flexible 'flash' upgradeable

DSPXtreme-FM includles the world class

own dlistinct sound ror broadcasting or

architecture which means that as we

stereo encoder found in the DSPX and

audio oroduction.

continue to make enharcements and
add fea:ures, you can cortinue to reap

ing features you'd expect in a top- line

Remote configuration and monitoring

the rewards. You can simply download

processor, the DSPXt -eme-IFM has dual
._.

is simple with numerou3 connectiw._

the upg -ades from our

DSPXtra. As well as the standard process-

bsite.
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WFYL Taps Barix for Long-Distance STL
AM Station Integrates a Platform for IP Transport
From Boston to Pennsylvania — Nearly 400 Miles
by Dana Puopolo
Consulting Engineer
WFYL (AM)
WEST NORRITON, Pa. The road to
putting astation on the air always has its
share of speed bumps. It can take years to
finally turn on the transmitter from the time
the FCC construction permit is granted.
Langer Broadcasting, owner of WFYL
(AM) in the Philadelphia market, experienced this reality for nearly adecade.
The station, at 1180 kHz, is likely the
last new call letter station on the crowded
Philadelphia market dial. The daytime
station, which airs local programming
plus network feeds from Framingham
(Boston), Mass., took nearly nine years to
hit the airwaves from the time it received
its FCC CP.
After years of zoning hassles and
tower location scouting, city officials
from West Norriton, Pa., proposed a
municipal golf course as apotential tower site. The station's studio, transmission
facility and tower are now located on the
Jeffersonville Golf Course in West
Norriton; the station went on the air late
last year.

TECH

The reliance on National Radio
Network feeds for about half of WFYL's
programming initially seemed to require
asatellite dish. We soon discovered that
approval might take months and began
looking at alternatives.
Going the distance
Ihad been familiar with Barix and its
Instreamer and Exstreamer IP audio
units, as Langer Broadcasting's Pittsburgh station was using them successfully for fractional T1 STL service between
its downtown studio and the transmitter.
After research and testing, we opted to
integrate a Barix STL platform for IP
transport from Framingham to West
Norriton — nearly 400 miles.
Verizon DSL service was installed at
both points to ensure that the audio
remained within the same network over
that distance. The dedicated network
stream minimizes potential data packet
loss during transport.
The Framingham location is a 24/7
manned operation, featuring two live
radio stations, production studios and the
network origination facility for the
National Radio Network. A Barix

Instreamer device accepts the program
feed from Framingham's automation system, encodes the audio and streams it
over the private Verizon network to the
WFYL transmitter located at the
Jeffersonville Golf Course. There, aBarix
Exstreamer device receives and decodes
the signal in preparation for delivery to
the transmitter.
The transmitter building is an old irrigation pump house that housed acentral
watering system for the golf course for
nearly 70 years. The watering system was
replaced with aseries of remote irrigation
wells in 2000, and the pump house was
stripped of everything but the wiring.
With AC power intact, it made for an
excellent transmission facility.
On golden pond
The Exstreamer is at the transmitter
site, which is situated on the edge of an
irrigation pond. The fairway between the
golf buildings eliminated the possibility of
digging atrench to run wire for audio and
telephone. The Verizon DSL service terminates inside the Golf Pro Shop, located
in the Administration and Clubhouse
building, adjacent to the golf course itself.
A Q Bridge wireless Internet Bridge
serves as the "last mile" connection to the
transmitter, providing a cost-effective
solution to adifficult challenge.

The Barix Instreamer, a bargain at
$395, also provides MP3 or MPEG-2
streaming; we use the latter, which provides exceptional audio quality. The
WFYL mono audio stream is set at 128
kbps, a near CD- quality audio that
trumps Starguide satellite and FM audio
quality. WFYL has received calls complimenting us on our on-air sound.
WFYL also employs Barix Instreamers
and Exstreamers for EAS; while the
Instreamer at Framingham transports program audio to WFYL, another Instreamer
transports live feeds from two
Philadelphia market stations back to
Framingham.
FM tuners for Philadelphia stations
WHYY and WMGK are located at the
WFYL studio site. When EAS alerts are
activated at either station, the WFYL
tuners pick them up and stream them to
Framingham, where, if necessary, the
EAS encoder routes the tones back to the
WFYL transmitter. This strategy has
proven far more reliable than contact
closures at the transmitter controlling an
EAS unit located there.
The long-distance Barix STL application has proven extremely reliable and costeffective, saving well more than $ 10,000
compared to afixed 900 MHz hardwired
STL system. The Barix platform also interoperates well with other equipment such as
the Q Bridge last-mile solution.
For more information, including pricing, contact Barix at (866) 815-0866 or
visit www.barix.com.

e

UPDATES

Marti STLs Updated
For Longer Hops
Marti STLs attain aflat frequency response up to 20 kHz with less
than 0.2 percent distortion.
They offer square wave response, user-selectable audio processing,
low-pass and band-pass, front- panel test functions and automatic
switching capability. The company says its STL line has been updated
to improve performance over today's longer hops, as transmitter sites
move further away from studios in big and small markets.

Range was increased by as much as double their previous capability.
Marti, a subsidiary of Broadcast Electronics, says a frequency-synthesized power amplifier design enables its STL-20C composite and STL20M single-channel systems to increase output power to 20 watts.
The Marti STL line also is easier to tune and runs cooler than previous generations, and has additional frequency options, which the company deems important as the lessening availability of frequencies trickles down to smaller markets.
The Marti STL-20C composite system and the STL-20M singlechannel system operate on 150, 230, 250, 330, 450 and 950 MHz frequency bands.
The Marti STL-20C composite system also is frequency agile, and no
RF tuning is required. Marti STLs are wideband, up to 50 Hz, and the
STL-20M mono transmitter is equipped with awideband amplifier that
allows for front-panel adjustment of transmitter power output.
A basic Marti STL system starts at $4,350.
For more information, contact ( 217) 224-9600 or visit www.
martielectronics.com.

Next up in

Verification, Logging,

Buyer's
Guide

Delays & Timeshifting
January 2

CAMI: Mount Translator
On Existing 'Hot' Tower
LBA Technology debuted its CAMI series of broadband medium-power isolators for AM towers.
CAMI isolation systems permit other antennas to be mounted
on "hot" AM towers, providing a way to mount the translator
antenna on existing AM towers without major changes to the
transmitting system.
The systems are targeted to isolate single auxiliary broadcast coaxial cables for STLs, FM translators and low-power FM. One CAMI fits
all of these applications. CAMI systems also have the advantage of
passing AC or DC current to tower-top amplifiers, and are more
resistant to weather and lightning, according to the company.
CAMI isolator systems are now shipping.
For more information, including pricing, contact LBA
Technology at (800) 522-4464 or visit www.lbagroup.com.

Nautel Reliable HD Transport
Used at BE, Harris Sites
Last spring, Nautel introduced its Reliable HD Transport to address potential on-air audio
dropouts caused by lost packets in HD Radio studio-to-transmitter transport. Nautel says this
solution is now being used by customers at BE and Harris sites.
Generation 3
HD Radio systems allow the
Exporter to be
Making Digital Radio Work
located at the
•
studio, which
requires transfer of HD data across an STL to the transmitter. The Ibiquity protocol used to transfer data between an exporter and exciter is called E2X.
"Streaming data across an STL is not atrivial exercise and it is even more difficult when it has to
be done over aLAN," said Nautel Marketing Manager John Whyte. The company says it recognized the potential for data integrity problems and developed the Reliable HD Transport Protocol,
which encapsulates E2X with improvements for detecting and recovering data loss.
Nautel also offers 1U rack-mount Reliable Transport Interface Units to support BE and Harris
installations. One unit is required at the studio and the other at the transmitter site. This solution
has helped customers isolate operational problems that were thought to be STL/E2X-related
because the units eliminated the lost data and showed that the fault was elsewhere in the system,
according to the company.
For more information, including pricing, contact Nautel at (902) 823-3900 or visit www.
nautel.com.
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Bridging the gap between Analog and Digital.
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ADMS 44.22 Analog/AES Digital Matrix Switcher
The ADMS 44.22 is afour input stereo AES
and four input stereo analog matrix switcher
with two independent stereo analog and AES
outputs in a 1- RU profile. Each input is
equipped with athree band EQ, five types of
filters and aleveler function. Any or all of the

inputs may be mixed, faded, dimmed to either
or both output pairs. Additional features
include; selectable stereo PPM meters;
headphone amplifier; powered monitor
output; 16 x16 GPIO port and RS- 232 port
(USB and/or Ethernet optional).

ANL

USA Proud

BROADCAST.)

tools
support@broadcasttools.com
www.broadcasttools.com
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INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST

Products & Services
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Where quality and price
meet in perfect balance.

rr controller Cy

T:rrle-qr

D The DR- 10

RI

fret rrfprr

is aDial Up remote control with telephone

audio input anc output for remote broadcasting.

Still the Most Inwative
BroadciîinThîtters,

If your automation works with satellite networks, you
can use the DR- 10's relay outputs to fire commercials,
liners. etc.

Save $$ with no staff needed at the studio!

Annrs & Cornbigers.
Still the Best Custonie
Support Since 1985.

Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly
into the program path when necessary, especially for
emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem.

DWhen used with our Silencer

Option, the DR- 10 is the

ONLY product available that completely removes DTMF

101111ffi1re1-c*g;fz

cortrol tones from the audio path for clean remotes.

Get the DR-10 & st8rt

<4401111
k

-----

svíng money novel
www.circuilvverkes.corn
ext.com

r -

EAS

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Phone 7-+O-593-3150

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

reliability and service

e

e-

bextbext.com

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Buy simplicity,

4111.111›

Price $ 1750.00

e

!VIM r

Advertise!

0011101A0 MUCH MO. CO. MIS 000

E

'0

A

4D

IIQUZ:Z1
ElhaliirM1
CAL=

703-99E-7600 ext. 154'
or cvanveen@imaspub.com

ENC:00Eli 1X0004/1 FCC 10 linFASI

• 5twoway RS 232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator

•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

•2year warranty
•2minutes of digital audio storage
•25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting

•52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels

•BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

•Will handshake with automation equipment

llmg@gorman-redlich•com

Web Site: www-gorman-redlich-com

Make Your Move.

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better ,

vie

Directional Antenna
Systems

DiplexeriTriplexer
Systems

LBA is your trusted supplier for IBOC-ready
AM antenna systems.
For over 40 years we
have been designing aid manufacturing reliable
Directional Antenna Systems, ATU's, Multiplexers,
Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation Isolators,
and RF Components for all power levels.
Choose an LBA system and join thousands
of satisfied broadcasters in the US and
worldwide!

I
N>

LBA can aso design, manage, install
and finance your complete RF project.
Please call us for a free technical
consultation!

For more information contact
Claudia Van Veen at
703-998-7600 ext. 154
or cvanveen@imaspub.com

High-Power Antenna
Tuning Units
Factory Deaktr For

RF Components

LBA Technology, Inc.

3400 Tupper Drive, Greemville, NC 27834
252-757-0279 Fax: 252-752-9155
www.LBAGroup.com
jbrown@LBAGroup corn

SINCE 1963

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirsr
=888-7854800
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS

Pi- Rod. 240' x 18" face- solid
core galvanized AM tower.
Includes base insulator, cables,
anchor rods. Asking $2500.00.
Ralph Carlson. 801-268-8181.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
Omnia FM Jr., Orban 9200 low
hrs, excellent condition. KOM
Broadcasting 619-602-4639

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old
vintage speaker & amplifier,
Marantz,
Electro
McIntosin,
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher. lynaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-9035
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
/CABLES

AUDIO
PRODUCTION
WANT TO SELL
Roland
Digital
AR- 200
w/
RS232C
Serial
Interface digitally record and play back
audio phrases $320 - new- only
used 1 time! Call Reese at 970
405-0086
or
email
at
maynard55555@hotmailcom

WANT TO SELL
AUTOMATION
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.angrouncsystems.com

EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Circuit Werkes Sen 6 Subaudible Tone Encoder ($ 220)
Tone Decoder ($ 160) Decodes 25,
35 & 25/35 combination tones.
.new- only used 1 time! - Call
Reese at 970 405-0086 or email
at maynard55555@hotmaitcom

'CC COMF'LlANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tcwer Signs
ASA Tower Registration
Standard & Custom si ans
Guy Wye Protectors - Ant. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
Free Catalog
610-458-e418
www.antenralacorn

Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues, hit
the vocal every time with your voice
tracks, execute exact time events,
join networks, and more.
The
software is free, there is a small
duplication fee. For more info call
406.665.1832.

Out , with

the old...

...in
with
the new!

S

COMPLETE

MISCELLANEOUS

FACILITIES

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

MORON 1110VAIRS NOD FLAB 1111000115
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Horns, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS. Inc. (
800) 438-6040
You Knov. We Know Radio LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Orban XT2/equalizer/limiter 6
bands - add-on for the Orban
Optimod
8100
broadcast
processor.
Do not need the
Orban processor since Ialready
have that. If you have one ( in good
working order), please send an
email to: judam6@hotmail.com
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com

www.radioworld.com
MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-0X's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on- air lights,
call after 3PM CST, 214 738-7873
or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS!

ADVERTISE!
DVERTISE!

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sell your used equipment here
in :he pages of Radio World
Broalcast Equipment Exchange.
It's easy...send Claudia an e-mail or
fax/"snail" mail the Action- Gram. We'll run your
FREE lÉting(s) for two consecutive issues!

OVERTISI

For more
information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600,
ext. 154.

I1 you have any questions regarding the
procedure, you can call Claudia at
703-9.8-7600 ext. 154 or email her at
cvanveene maspub.com for more information.

cvanveen@
imaspub.com

oft

V

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

e

Winner of the 2007 "Cool Stuff" Award! '
r.
1
2 ,;. Rce
Locr:gr, .
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CIO-ERB24 Electro mechanical
Relay for Digital I/O Boards. One
unit
includes,
card,
metal
rackmount, ribbon cable. Used in
good condition. $ 100.00 obo plus
$20 to ship.
Call Bob Rivkin
760-320-4550
Symetrix 610 Stereo Delay,
Symetrix mono delay, Rafle HC-6,
Rolls RA-62 & Furman HA- 6
headphone amps, Comrex Nexus
portable, 3 each — Henry
Matchbox Ill and Twinmatch, new.
KQM Broadcasting 619-602-4639
WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers, turntables,
EQ
working
or
not,
working
transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric, Langevin, RCA, Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec,
Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
Equipment
Wanted:
old,
obsolete, or unused signal
processing,
recording,
and
playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps, Ea, mixing desks,
microphones, tape machines
(cassette and reel), etc. Donations
gladly accepted; asking prices
considered. 443-854-0725 or
ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc.
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KIM, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc... Feel free to call me at
415-383-6216 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Transmitter Bandpass
filter —
Power Rating at 5 KW or more —
Freq 101.9 FM — Call John at 928425-7186
or
email
bill@gila1019.com
but
must
place" for John" in the subi line.
DONATIONS NEEDED
All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You determine
donation value, We will pay
shipping.
Equipment
shared
between three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECradio.org
MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
Delta
DTCA-10
Digital
RF
Ammeter.
Good Condition.
$2000.00 - Contact Gary Hays at
WKKY — 440-466-9559

Professional Software

narkanac kr

FCC

applications and predicting coverage.
fio Create stunning real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata witi Probe 3TM
eie Search for FM channels under spacingt and
contour to contour protection using FMCommandern"
EW Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AP- Pro 2'm
• Plot SIL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3D "n4
Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.

REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. 18001 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio"

STUDIOTRANSMITTER
LI» S ( STL)
AND RPU
WANT TO SELL
S.T.L. x- miter, 950mhz.band
w/manuals! Will need to be able
to be tuned to 945.500mhz. Call
John, KOSS, 928-595-0263 or
email: john.jhr1019@gmail.com
TAPES/CARTS/
REE LS/CDs
WANT TO BUY

Two ( 2) Telos Zephyr ISDN
Transceivers.
Excellent
Condition. Low hours. KOM
Broadcasting 619-602-4639
STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
NEW FM CP's for Western
college towns. Class Cl KRKV
covers Lamar to La Junta,
Colorado.
Class
C3
KVAR
reaches from Chadron to Gordon,
Nebraska, includes tower site.
Asking $ 250K each or $450K for
both.
Contact
Richard
at
256-497-4502
or
rwdabney@yahoo.com.
FOR SALE: 10 kw AM between
Nashville
and
Knoxville.
Further
upgrade
possible.
931-265-4945
or
e-mail
flightdeckradio@yahoo.com.
STUDIO
ACCESSORIES/
SUPPORT
WANT TO SELL
On The Air Light - 2 Prolite A/C
Wall or Ceiling Light, 120v With
two 20W Lamps sells new at BSW
for $ 159.00 $ 100.00 each
Plus Shipping or Make offer
for both. 415- 847-3141

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
V-DISCs — 12 in. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 7194;87-6357

www.radbworld.com
TELE 'HONE
EQUIPMENT/HYBRIDS
WANT TO SELL
Comrex
TCB-2
Auto- Answer
Telephone Coupler- $ 145- newonly used 1time! Call Reese at
970 405-0086
or
email
at
maynard55555@hotmaitcom
TEST- METERINGMONITORING
WANT TO SELL
IFM AM- FM 1200. Excellent
condition - KM Broadcasting
619-602-4639
Test Equipment: 1. Spectrum
analyzer
2. FM Field Strength
Meter
3. Analog Bird Thruline
wattmeter w/ slugs - Call John at
928-425-7186
or
email
bill@gila1019.com
but
must
place" for John" in the subi line.

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
• FCC Applitatiow, and Field Engineering

•Frequency Searches and Coordination

r

R_ The

•FMC Test IabFCC and European I
IFC I

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
651-784-7445

Coverage Map Store

Fax (651) 784.7541

OMMUNICAT1ONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
r..F.e ,BROADUS •

ir— /Tré

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

1

FM, TV coverage dUpgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
ga FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineenng

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahl

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-007
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-812

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Selling used equipment?

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

yOUIRE IN
THE RIGHT
PLACE'

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759
link@Sureoin.ernn

FASTER_

e

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

oInn al,

Broadcast

Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTViDTV

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases

Mullaney
Engineering, Inc.

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg MD 20877
; 301) 921 0115
1,,,,(301) 590 9757

Member AFCCI

mullaneykamultengr corn

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

web: www !: urcont.c!in!

Upgrading your facilities?
Call me for equipment that
best fits your needs!'

ww
....v=r.
)
.rt.on
..
ri
1)

Doug Vernier

INC.
YOU KNOW WL KNOW RADIO'
John Lackness

For more information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.
or cvanveen@imaspub.com

Sales

210-7 75-2725
P.O. Bou 932

Cibolo, TX 78108

johnlscmsinc.com

fare

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTAL

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

Visit us on Inc web at www.radtosofteom
101 Demme., Sq , It, Demurest GA -706•754-7/25

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BotoAncAsr TECI I\ IC AL COKS

COMSUI. TAMS

1
=1AM.

Cra/

Software for your PC

FROM STOCK

Buying used equipment?

Structural Analysis

CD ft
rectatattut.trateaturne
Software

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 ',cells •

Telecommunication <

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirement
s.

EALcoverage.com

•AM-FM-CATV.ITES.LPTV

I-mails infoamdeng.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

TRANSCOIVI CORPORATION

Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

11ANTS

Full Ncreier Enka .
418.4-ation to

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

op, nui p AM/FNI/TV/All'.X Services:
Iitid %%WA: Antenna and
ik-sast

Oyer 45 rears erigirieering
and coricrdting experience

NOTHING.

912-638-8028

For information contact Claudia Van
Veen at 103-998-1600 ext 154
or cvanveen ' mason' coni

202-393-5133
www.graharnbrock.com

ACTIC) 1\I - G
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Used FM Transmitters

NI

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only. All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only
Send your listings to us by tilling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

1
1
1
7+
7+
10
20
20
20
25
25
25
35
50

KW
KW
KW
KW Digital
KW Digital
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

2007
2007
2007
2005
2002
2001
1985
1989
1989
1995
1990
1989
1987
1982

Crown FM1000A ( new)
Crown FM1000E ( new)
Crown FM2000E ( new)
Harris Z16 HDS IBOC
Harris Z16 IBOC
Henry 10,000D-95
Harris FM2OK
Harris HT20
0E1 FMQ 20,000B
Harris HT25
Continental 816R-36
Continental 816R-36
Harts FM35K
Harris Combiner w/auto
excitertransmitter switcher

Exciters
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation
*New* 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Used Misc. EouiPment
Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 72OR cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA sphase

Used AM Transmitters
Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
[7 Yes
CI No
Please print and include
all information:

Signature

Date

Contact Name

5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
50 KW

1982
1987
1988
1985
1985

Hans MW5A
Harris MW5B
Harris SX5A-single phase
Continental 316F
Continental 317C2

Please visit our website, fmamtv.com,
for the most current listings.

800 -441 -8454 • 215-338-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361

Title

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail .transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING MAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

Company/Station
Address
City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper
word or per inch basis.

WTS J WT8 -ICategory:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

'e)eee

acJiJ

W*rld

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Pri.......

Call today for current rates and deadlines! 703- 998-7600, ext. 154

BEE
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

WANT TO SELL

S

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STL's -

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCIVIS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio" S

Two (2) DPDT AM RF Contactors,
New. KOM Broadcasting
619502-4639
?002 Ornnitronix 10KW AM Solid
3tate Transmitter 1090 kHz Excellent Condition - Pictures
available upon request - $ 14,900
plus shipping costs - CallArt
White 770-632-1295 or E-mail:
whitearttwr@bellsouth.net

www.radioworld.com

Continental 10 kW
3- phase
transmitter- FM 90.5 type 816R1A available. Taken out of service
Feb 1,2007.
Extra tubes and
some spare parts.
Exciter not
included.
Contact Vernon H.
Baker WPAR FM 540-961-2377 or
vbaker@vtacs.com
Transmitter / Exciter
One 90
Degree Dielectric 31/8 inch Mitre
Elbow ( Unequal Leg) Impedance
50 Ohms, Length is 6inches and
9 inches per leg. This is new
,never installed, current part
number is 375-018 list price is
$660.00 will sell for $500.00 or
offer.
Plus shipping.
Call
415-847-3141
Two AM
MW- 10 Transmitter,
One On 1030, In WV- One
On 1040, In NC - Assemble One
From 2.Keep Remainder For
Spare Parts.
Make Offer.
Contact
Vernon
H.
Baker
WPAR FM 540-961-2377 or
vbaker@vtacs.com
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KOSS 928-425-7186 between 10
& 6PM Pacific Time.

INTL + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760
www.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TEL 800-532-6626

Icont.j

'VFW

TUBE

TUBES & COMPONENTS

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

Make Your Move.

T.

Awe—

Atcrii erepFOr o
inform ton contact
Claudia Van Veen at
703-998 7500 ext 154
or cvanveen'ct tmaspub corn

WANT TO BUY
67 kHz ( SCA Channel 1) Used
or repairable (
with manuals
if
available) —
call
John
517-316-5307

FOR THE BEST PRICE

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Tubes

ADVERTISE YOUR
PLOYNIENT AD 0
OWNER SITE FOR

NEW & REBUILT

ogty

ePER WORD!

C Electronics

D

& 24 Fir service on transmitting tubes
socket/parts, ne” 8. rebuilt call Gœdndi nt. at
dayms o
in
r
night,
4021L1L
edb
hansereen
www

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, SUS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSbAITTERS. TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSCIES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAMCITORS, SOCKETS

POSTED
AND WILL RUN FOR AEllaTWOWNICIO
•••

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!
r:Weradidi
kribell

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
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EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

CUMULUS
RADIO CHIEF ENGINEER NEEDED
IN MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA.
Required Knowledge Skills & Abilities:
Minimum 5years experience as Station Assistant or Chief Engineer.
Knowledge of all applicable FCC rules and regulations.
Technical knowledge of electronics including RF ( high power
AM/FM) and studio maintenance and troubleshooting. Knowledge
of broadcast automation equipment, including Scott Studios SS32.
Must be IT savvy includinc LAN's and servers. Excellent verbal
•
commurication skills. Problem- solving ability and skill in prioritizing.
Must be able to test and maintain equipment proficiently.
Successful candidate will be ateam player with ability to interact
with management and staff at all levels in the local and corporate
environment. Ability to multi- task, prepare budgets, and handle
pressures and deadlines. FCC General Class License and SBE
Certification is aplus. Must have valid drivers license.
Send cover letter and resume to: Bernie.BarkerOcumulus.com
or FL"( 334-240-9202 Direct Line 334-240-2249 or Mail to:
One Commerce Street, Suite 300
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
E-Fax 775-254-7905

ooking for agood deal?
ou ve come to the right place

POSITIONS WANTED
Talk Show Host Passionate about
product success, seeks astation
to converse with listeners. Top
10 market experience, Contact
Roy Fredriks: ( 212) 459-4705, or
broadway@si.rrcom
Hip and creative copywriting
with excellent production skills
(Cool Edit/Adobe Audition) News,
sports, board-operations. Focused
on success, and familiar with all
formats.
Jo 214-664-0284
nextiikinent@yahoo.com
Are you a small market station
needing
a good
nuts &
bolts engineer in the LA area?
Iwill make your station shine!
CET,
fully
FCC
Licensed.
Available for Full/Part-time/Contract
work.
Available
immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff,
917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com

Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is
available for shows, correspondent,
features,
etc.
Check
out
www.bleacherreportcom
or
www.rubbinsracingshow.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com
C.E. position wanted: Experienced
with computers, transmitters, H.D.
transmitters, automations, digital
studios. Robert King, Call: ( 915)
581-2979.
RF and Systems Engineer Major
TV Network and Radio ExperienceAutomation to Teleport 1st Class
ticket - IT, Video servers, Hi Def HD
1.386.426.0812
mychucky@funport.net

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS!

oadvertise cafl Claudia VanVee
at 703-9985,
7600 ext. 154
or cvanveen imaspub.com

ADVERTISE!
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LPFM
Pays It Forward
Wisconsin

WIEC Stays True to Its Mission and Makes
Equipment Donation to Startup LPFM in Ohio
by Dan Drumm

WCRX is currently re-broadcasting a
forum event where citizens questioned
A few months ago I received a the eight Bexley mayoral candidates.
response from a classified ad that our This forum recording is being re-broadnon-profit organization had placed in
cast three times aweek until the election.
Radio World. The result was an equipWeiland was enthusiastic about his
ment donation valued at more than
newborn community station, but at the
$18,000.
same time, skeptical of the equipment
WIEC(LP) in Eau Claire, Wis., has the
offer. After ashort period of disbelief, he
bare minimum of equipment needed to
was convinced the offer was no scam and
stay on the air. Without even asmall mixthere was indeed plenty of valuable
er to act as a station console, we get by
equipment available for WCRX, from a
with a used computer and a $6 headset
broadcast console and satellite equipmic to broadcast to our community. As a ment to the Orban compressor/limiter
caretaker of this low-power FM radio statheir volunteer engineer had requested
tion, Iam keenly aware of the need for
only days earlier.
philanthropy to help keep LPFM stations
With lightning speed, Ron King and
on the air.
Kurt Weiland connected, documented and
Like most community LPFMs, we are
completed the logistics of transferring
all-volunteer run. Underwriting and lisownership of the equipment to WCRX.

www.kintronic.com
www.lbagroup.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.musicamusa.com
www.nrb.org
www.nautel.com

Ifelt that WCRX was a good candidate for the
donation because of its public service mission
and innovative approach to programming.

www.omniaaudio.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.sabrecom.com
www.scmsinc.com
www.shively.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.superiorelectric.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.tituslabs.com
www.vorsis.com
www.vorsis.com
www.wheatstone.com

tener donations pay for necessary used
equipment as we try to bootstrap our stations into viable, self-supporting assets
for our communities.
Enter Ron King of RKP International
Corp. who recently sold his station,
WRKP(FM) in Moundsville, W.Va. King
had more than $ 18,000 in equipment
without ahome and some capital gains to
offset. When his equipment offer arrived
at WIEC, Icould hardly believe my eyes.
This was the result of our classified ad!
After afew weeks of sorting through
the details and trying to work out transportation issues, it became clear that
WIEC would not be able to take advantage of King's generosity. We were disappointed, but because our non-profit mission includes helping other community
radio stations, we looked for astruggling
station in the area that might be able to
benefit from King's donation.
Suspended disbelief
Iwas able to locate a startup LPFM
station in Bexley, Ohio, about 150 miles
from the equipment. The station is
WCRX(LP), operated by Bexley Public
Radio Foundation. Ifelt that WCRX was
a good candidate for the donation
because of its public service mission and
innovative approach to programming.
When Ispoke with Kurt Weiland,
treasurer of WCRX, he impressed me
with the novel directions the foundation
was taking community radio as he
described each of their shows.
"We also have monthly ' culture dispatches' from former residents who now
live in Colorado, Alaska, West Virginia
and New Hampshire," where, he said,
"correspondents compare life, politics
and culture in their old and new communities."

Seeing the broadcast community come
together in agenerous, reliable and effective way is reassuring.
RKP International received a tax
deduction, and Bexley Public Radio
Foundation's WCRX gained much-needed equipment for its LPFM. Bexley
passed along King's remote mixer and a
pair of broadcast quality headsets to our
station in Wisconsin.
King said, "Those pieces of equipment have a lot of history [ in] high
school football and even professional
indoor arena football." (WIEC will treat
the equipment with care and put our $6
headset on the shelf.)
This was awin-win-win situation, but
the real winners here are our communities, through both philanthropy and volunteer public service.
Iwant to remind Radio World readers
that even much smaller donations can
make abig difference to tiny non-profit
stations. Iwant to thank Ron King of
RKP International for generously giving
to struggling, non-profit community radio
stations. Ialso want to thank Radio
World for making it all possible with a
classified ad.
Dan Drumm is treasurer, Eau Claire
Broadcasting Corp., and WIEC(LP)
"technical geek.".

Write to RW
Send e-mail to radioworld@
imaspub.com with "Letter to the
Editor" in the subject field; fax to
(703) 820-3245; or mail to Reader's
Forum, Radio World, 5827 Columbia
Pike, Third Floor, Falls Church, VA
22041.
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COMMENTARY

Hey, AM HD-R Critics: Got aBetter Idea?
Naysayers Should Offer a Cost-Effective,
Feasible Alternative or Put a Cork in It
by Stephen Poole
As a market chief engineer who has
installed HD- R systems on two AMs and
three FMs, I'd like to throw in my own
two cents' worth. In particular, Iwant to
address the negative comments that have
been made about AM HD-R in this magazine. The following are my own opinions and observations, not necessarily
those of my employer.
My biggest complaint about the complainers — i.e., those who want to dismiss AM HD-R — is that they propose
no real, feasible and realistic alternative.
You get the impression that these naysayers want to keep AM as it is, in spite of
its many problems and the precipitous
decline in listenership in recent decades.
Okay, suppose they get their way: If
the decline continues, the day will come
when the manufacturers just stop building AM radios due to lack of demand.
What will they do then?
Then there are those who want to wail
about might-have-beens and maybes: "If
only we'd stuck with C-Quam!" (No data
services, 10 kHz bandwidth and far more
subject to interference than HD-R.)
Others argue that the FCC should give
each AM station owner an FM, or something equally unlikely, given the shortage of
spectrum availability. They are astonished
that Ibiquity has the temerity to ask for
licensing fees for asystem that took it years,
and countless man-hours, to make work.
My personal favorite? Those who
grumble about imagined conspiracies and

assume that "industry leaders" (whoever
they are) actually "want AM to die."
Folks, our company, Clear Channel,
Citadel and abunch of others have heavily invested in AM. You don't buy zillions
of dollars worth of property and then
hope it precipitously loses its value!
That's just insane.
Just the facts, please
Now let's establish some objective facts.
AM competition doesn't just come from
other broadcasters nowadays; it also comes
from the Web, satellites and other
providers. Further, these new sources of
entertainment aren't going away. The future
will bring even more competition, not less.
Even worse, the generation coming up
now is all-digital. Surveys show that the
majority of the under-35 crowd has little
interest in FM, and couldn't care less
about AM. The younger ones prefer to get
their music from iTunes, and the older
ones use CDs and satellite. If they listen
to "radio" at all, it'll be aWeb stream.
What does this mean? The currently
available audience is getting older, and
broadcasters are fighting over asteadilyshrinking pie. We've got to do something
revolutionary to get listeners back, to win
these young people who will be the listeners of tomorrow and to ensure the
future of radio in general.
But the solution must be (a) technically feasible and (b) cost-effective. It has to
be realistic and do-able. We have to ask:
What can do with AM as it exists, in
band, on channel?

•READER'S
Internet Radio
Skip, Ireally enjoyed your article on
the current state of royalty battles and
what's
really
happening
here
("Substitute Teaching for the Digital
Age," Oct. 10).
Many of us have known for a long
time that the current Internet radio battle

We've got to do something revolutionary to
get listeners back, to win these young people
who will be the listeners of tomorrow and to
ensure the future of radio in general.
Isaid that because some have justly
complained about the initial crop of HRR receivers. It's true; the first generation
wasn't very impressive. But the newest,
second-generation radios are already an
order of magnitude better, and this can be
further improved. Speaking as an engineer and programmer, if you have a
known data set and know where to find it,
you can work magic pulling that data out
of even the worst noise and interference.
Do you realize what this means?
Nighttime AM is a real possibility with
HD-R! You daytimers out there with less
than 100 watts of nighttime power should
be all over HD!
Monster hash
Now tor the one that generates the
most hysteria: interference.

FORUM•

playing. We sell lots of CDs via
Amazon.com through our site, and the
clicks almost always come from the
now-playing pages.
Secondly, by playing more than one
track from aCD, you give the listener
the chance to hear more of aCD before
purchasing it, rather than limiting them
to only one song, which they may fear is
the only good track. The album-oriented

Internet radio offers more promotional
opportunities for music sales than
any other medium.

is only part of a grander war. Iwould
like to take issue about one aspect of
your article, however.
Internet radio, much more than traditional radio, truly offers more promotional opportunities for music sales than
any other medium. This is accomplished through the very format being
online and offering more interactivity
such as online playlists, "Buy Now"
buttons and artist links. All of this right
in front of a listener while the song is

Digital has many advantages over analog; the biggest is asignal that would be
unusable for analog will work fine with
digital. It is far more resistant to interference. If you don't believe me, look at the
Eb/No figures on your satellite receivers;
I've gotten clear audio on mine with
numbers as low as 4.5 dB. The same
principle applies here.

nature of many Internet radio stations
encourages whole CD sales rather than
single sales from terrestrial radio singles. If that were not the case, record
shops wouldn't have whole CDs in their
headphone listen stations.
This type of structure provides
greater promotional value to an artist,
not the opposite. As you stated, radio is
something structured for alistener (outside of custom programmable services,
which Ifeel are adifferent class) and no

Ihave been amazed at the comments
in this newspaper from people who think
that HD- R " violates" or exceeds the
NSRC mask specified in the FCC rules.
No, it does not! This is akey feature of
the Ibiquity system and it helps explain
why it took so long to develop. It must be
compatible with existing receivers and it
has to fit into the current emission
mask(s). It is, and it does.
I'll now state another objective fact for
you: It would be possible for me to build
a perfectly legal AM transmitter that
caused more interference than HD- R.

matter how good you make it, the true
music fan who buys CDs and digital
tracks will always need variety.
We might soon be adding track links
to iTunes to buy through there, as well
as the album through Amazon or whatever. The fact that an artist can gain both
immediate, whole CD — or as you call
it, the bundle — and single sales increases total sales opportunities. These
options negate the bundle argument as
the whole reason for this battle.
A greater reason is that the labels that
control the recording industry's lobbying efforts are not happy with the
amount of revenue going to the " long
tail" of the industry. The diversity of
music on satellite and Internet radio is
what is feared here along with the diversification of the pipeline to consumers.
Not the lack of CD bundle. More of our
sales (by asignificant percentage) go to
indie bands than major label artists. I'm
sure many other stations could speak
similarly.
This is about an industry that can't
adapt and has chosen to direct its efforts
to protecting their no-longer-sustainable
business model rather than evolving
with the times.
Derek Grimme
Station Manager
Creamy Radio
Pheonix

Where did anyone get the idea that the
NRSC mask is some sort of panacea for
objectionable interference? There are old
AM tube transmitters out there with bargain NRSC add-ons that, when driven
with heavy processing, are emitting more
junk outside of their primary channels
than my HD-R transmitters. ( I've heard
them and you probably have, too.)
The AM NRSC standard, with its 75
usec pre-emphasis out to 10 kHz, means
am broadcasting material to either side of
my carrier that directly walks on my adjacent-channel neighbors. Now, it's true that
AM HD-R then adds additional emissions
out to 15 kHz to either side of the carrier,
but these are at avery low level.
Once again, Iwould argue that Ihave
heard stations here in Birmingham, Ala.,
that put out more junk at these frequencies than my HD transmitters do. Why is
no one complaining about them?
A better question is: What are the HDR naysayers actually proposing? Do they
think we should forcibly limit AM to 10
kHz (or even worse, 5kHz) and be done?
If we do, it's just going to die, anyway.
Ichoose to improve AM, and HD- R
represents the best compromise that will
allow us to use robust, error-corrected
digital delivery with afull 15 kHz audio
bandwidth, and all within the current
NRSC mask. It works. We're using it here
and every day we get comments from new
listeners who have purchased a receiver,
and they all say the same thing: "Wow!"
I'll finish on apersonal note. The HD-R
naysayers also apparently think that people like me are mindless kids who are simply dazzled by anything digital. We just
want HD because it's "shiny and cool" or
something equally silly. Please. I've been
in this business since the mid-' 70s and I
assure you, Iain't easy to "dazzle."
Ihaven't known the president of our
company, Don Crawford, or our DOE
Cris Alexander to jump blindly onto
bandwagons, either. We made a conscious, informed decision to switch to
HD-R on our FMs and AMs after alot of
very careful consideration.
The bottom line is that, until the naysayers can propose areal, feasible, doable and
cost-effective alternative to help AM grow
and survive in an increasingly competitive
(and increasingly digital!) marketplace,
I'm finding myself increasingly uninterested in what they have to say.
Stephen Poole is market chief engineer
for Crawford Broadcasting Co.,
Birmingham, Ala..
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A Refreshing Harmony
Now that all comments to the FCC's Second FNPRM on
DAB have been collected, the record is fairly clear: There is
overwhelming support for the FCC to place a minimum of
additional regulation, and to levy no fees, on advanced IBOC
services, thereby allowing the market for these services
develop unencumbered.
Agreement on this point came from practically all sides,
including NAB, Ibiquity, Clear Channel, NPR and Microsoft,
as well as from many smaller companies, including many
state broadcasting associations. Having such leading representatives of commercial radio, non-commercial radio and the
tech industries all agree on anything is unusual today ( it's
certainly not the case in the DTV environment at the
moment), so it's amessage that should not be ignored.
There were dissenting views, mostly from consumer advocates and religious groups. We support their basic premise
that the traditional public interest responsibilities of broadcasters should be maintained in IBOC services, but with due
respect for these groups' well-intentioned motives, their
attempt to achieve a greater public good is not necessarily
well served by some of their positions in this proceeding.
Adding layers of bureaucracy, inflexibility or cost to the
development of advanced IBOC services will simply result in
broadcasters choosing to not go there, and the promise of
IBOC will remain incompletely fulfilled. This won't benefit
anyone — neither broadcasters nor consumers — so those

•READER

—ADMINISTRATION & PRODUCTION—
John Casey

who support the imposition of burdensome additional mandates here are ultimately self-defeating. There are other, better-suited venues and methods for these groups to achieve
those goals.
One important exception to these proposals for added regulation came from representatives of the visually impaired
community, who called for some minimum reservation for
their services in IBOC (without specifying much beyond that
request), an idea we endorse in principle. Others commented
that some additional advanced EAS service regulations for
IBOC might be warranted, to which we also agree.
Otherwise, however, we believe that in general, the comments of the broadcast and tech industries on this matter
make good sense, and we concur that a light regulatory
approach will serve to stimulate developments that may ultimately provide valuable new services for U.S. consumers. As
NPR sums it up nicely in its reply comments, "Particularly as
stations undertake the expense of converting their facilities to
digital operation and developing new services, now is not the
time to impose new regulatory obligations and costs."
The FCC should pay heed to this rare instance of crossindustry accord, and allow advanced IBOC services to be
developed without undue additional regulation. The marketplace will then provide its own ample review of the results.
— RW
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Ienjoyed Buc Fitch's article "The
General
Electric
Phasitron
FM
Transmitter" (Oct. 24). It brought back
memories of my first job in electronics
working for Sylvania TV in Batavia,
N.Y., in the ' 60s.
Iwas hired as a test equipment engineer under John Diehl, W2QWS. My first
assignment was to convert the 10 watt
FM GE Phasitron transmitter for use in
alignment of the sound section of TV set
PC boards. The frequency was 41.25
MHz and the deviation was 25 kcs (okay,
25 khc nowadays). We used a 7360
beam-switching mixer tube to down-convert the FM band signal to 41.25, and
took the signal from the 6V6 doubler
stage. The 815 was removed. A 6146 was
added to amplify the 41.25 MHz for use
in the production line alignment positions. So if an old GE rig turns up in this
configuration, it probably came from the
Sylvania TV plant.
Dick Pache, HR1/K2LCT
Tegucigalpa, Honduras

+86-755-5785161
e-mail: wwgeimaschina.com
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Just wanted to drop you a line and let
you know how much Ienjoy Buc Fitch's
pieces at Radio World Online. Ijust discovered these Milestones articles, and
they do bring back memories. His "occasionals," as the boys at The New Yorker
would call them, would make a great
anthology.
I graduated from Baltimore City
College High School in June of 1959, and
after school would hang out at the studios
of WBJC(FM) and do an occasional
show, or in the transmitter room down the
hall. Iwas amember of the BCC Amateur
Radio Club, such as it was, and thought
seriously about acareer in broadcasting.
One memorable afternoon Iremember
with chagrin. Iaccidentally put the station off the air when Ileaned against the
transmitter rack and brushed up against a
red "emergency off' button on the old GE

250 watter. Mr. Arnold, our electronics
shop teacher, was not a happy camper
after that faux pas, nor were our handful
of listeners.
You have a wonderful publication.
Keep up the great work.
Ned Rubin
Baltimore

because that required alicense ( apocket
card Istill carry in my wallet 50 years
later that does not have an expiration
date!).
While not directly in broadcast, Iam
directly involved in the industry, as I've
been in TV/radio/Internet production for
a major advertising agency for the past
40 years. Iget involved in the technical
aspects of the business as well as the
Icannot resist of responding to Your
business and creative parts of producPhasitron article.
tion, and of course have interests in the
Iworked, while getting Bachelors and
product distribution to our audiences. I
Masters degrees, at Syracuse University
have designed/built acouple of in-house
at what Iwas told was the first low-powanalog production studios along the way
er educational FM station licensed in
for demo/casting work, etc.
1947, WAER.
What Ilearned about "networking" in
Iwas there from 1957-62. By then
radio and TV has been directly translatthe power was raised to
able to computers, which
1 kW and Iassisted in
has been a real plus
moving the transmitter
moving to the digital
while at school to a new
world.
location, and with help
You are absolutely
of a higher-gain antenna
right about getting an
we raised ERP to 3 kW.
audience for FM in those
We
even
ran
this
days. After leaving
Phasitron transmitter
Syracuse Iworked for an
with dial-up remote after
FM station in Rochester.
the move.
N.Y., for a short period
Syracuse radio and
of time. To sell a sponTV stations were always
sor, you had to give him
test beds for GE broadan FM radio so he could
cast equipment. As I
hear his message. ( I
recall, GE was selling
heard of the saying back
TV aural transmitters
then "that if you bought
with stereo exciters to
an AM, the seller would
A couple of final output
radio stations when FM
through in the FM for
tubes from the GE
stereo hit in the early Phasitron Alan Lapides has free!")
'60s. An FM I also
We all know how FM
kept all these years: 'Great
worked at in Syracuse
grew.
It is the program
paperweights and a lot
was atest facility for this
material that will get the
of great memories.'
system (WSYR).
audience every time. I
Not only fond memories of working
strongly believe, as has been cited many
and really learning all phases ( pun
times in your publication, that technolointended) of radio and subsequently TV
gy for technology's sake alone will nevbroadcasting, but achance to earn alittle
er hold an audience. Provide a potential
spending money also, as we were paid to
audience what they want and you will
do production engineering at 75 cents an
get the audience.
hour. If we pulled atransmitter shift we
Alan Lapides
received $ 1/hour at the college station
Los Angeles
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Would you process all these different voices
the exact same way? Of COURSE Not!
The new VORSIS M-1 Digital Microphone Processor is individually
designed for ALL of your on- air talent at truly affordable prices. Only with
the VORSIS M-1 do you get individual presets, fully adjustable compression
and expansion, multi- band EQ ( either pre or post dynamics), high and low
pass filters, de-esser, and built-in phantom power. And all of it available via
our easy- access graphic interface. The M-1 Digital Mic Processor — anew
level in voice management.
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Condition
your

signal
with the New Vorsis® HD- P3

A four- and parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

FrJr:
Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.
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